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(54) SECURE DETERMINISTIC TOKENS FOR ELECTRONIC MESSAGES

(57) A computer implemented method for operating
a token management system includes: generating the
first plurality of request messages; generating a first plu-
rality of public tokens; augmenting each of the first plu-
rality of request messages with one of the first plurality
of public tokens, the augmenting resulting in a first plu-
rality of augmented request messages; transmitting the
first plurality of augmented request messages to the first

plurality of market participants; generating a second plu-
rality of public tokens based on the first plurality of public
tokens; querying a database of financial messages for
any financial messages including any of the second plu-
rality of public tokens; and associating a plurality of fi-
nancial messages including any of the second plurality
of public tokens with each other.
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] A financial instrument trading system, such as
a futures exchange, such as the Chicago Mercantile Ex-
change Inc. (CME), provides a contract market where
financial instruments, e.g., futures and options on futures,
are traded using electronic systems. An exchange com-
puting system may operate under a central counterparty
model, where the exchange acts as an intermediary be-
tween market participants for the transaction of financial
instruments. The exchange computing system receives
electronic messages. For example, a market participant
may submit an electronic message to the electronic trad-
ing system that includes an associated specific action to
be undertaken by the electronic trading system, such as
entering a new trade order into the market or modifying
an existing order in the market. The exchange computing
system processes the message and then reports the re-
sults of the processing back to the particular market par-
ticipants impacted by the processing of the message, as
well as reports the result to the public via public market
data feeds. In other words, the exchange computing sys-
tem informs market participants about message process-
ing via direct messages sent privately to market partici-
pants, as well as through market data feeds that any sub-
scribed, even if not involved in a particular transaction
processing, can access. The exchange computing sys-
tem accordingly generates multiple messages, some di-
rect/private, some public, that often contain overlapping
and redundant information.
[0002] Electronic trading systems ideally attempt to of-
fer an efficient, fair and balanced market where market
prices reflect a true consensus of the value of traded
products among the market participants, where the in-
tentional or unintentional influence of any one market par-
ticipant is minimized if not eliminated, and where unfair
or inequitable advantages with respect to information ac-
cess are minimized if not eliminated.
[0003] One manner in which electronic marketplaces
attempt to achieve these goals is by equitably providing
access to public market information, such as by efficiently
disseminating public data, e.g. market data, prices, etc.
or changes thereto, to all market participants, and by sep-
arating and restricting the communication of private data,
e.g. orders and the responses thereto, from that public
information. However, as more traders place more
trades, the volume of data being communicated increas-
es as well, increasing the burden on the communication
infrastructure and supporting resources that are used to
generate and transmit the communications in this man-
ner.
[0004] Moreover, in many cases, groups of incoming
electronic data transaction request messages may be
associated with each other, i.e., they are part of some
larger order which has been broken up into several or-
ders. This association is not known to the exchange com-

puting system. Accordingly, when the exchange comput-
ing system generates reporting messages, the exchange
computing system has no way of knowing that different
result messages should actually be associated with each
other. It becomes the responsibility of the party associ-
ated with the large order to keep track of the resulting
messages that are associated with each other, or are
related.
[0005] As the number of parties and business relation-
ships surrounding electronic trading has greatly in-
creased in size and complexity, data flows between par-
ties may become bottlenecked at various stages, or may
be reported upstream at different times. One party may
have to wait for another to provide a report, which is then
incorporated into another report sent upstream. In these
cases, many parties are left waiting for information relat-
ed to their orders. As more parties and business layers
become involved in processing larger orders, data is of-
ten replicated in multiple locations, which can cause data
records that should be identical to be inconsistent, or
inaccurate.
[0006] Accordingly, there is a need in the art to reduce
messaging loads on the communication infrastructure
and supporting resources that are used to generate and
transmit communications among market participants
while being able to preserve confidentiality and selec-
tively route important anonymous message association
information to the correct market participants.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007]

Fig. 1 depicts a computer network system, according
to some embodiments.
Fig. 2 depicts a general computer system, according
to some embodiments.
Fig. 3A depicts a storage data structure, according
to some embodiments.
Fig. 3B depicts another storage data structure, ac-
cording to some embodiments.
Fig. 3C depicts yet another data structure, according
to some embodiments.
Fig. 4A depicts a match engine module, according
to some embodiments.
Fig. 4B depicts another match engine module, ac-
cording to some embodiments.
Fig. 5 depicts an example of hierarchical determin-
istic key cryptography.
Fig. 6 depicts an system implementing a token man-
agement system, according to some embodiments.
Fig. 7 depicts an example block diagram of a token
management system, according to some embodi-
ments.
Fig. 8 depicts a high-level flowchart illustrating a
computer implemented method for implementing a
token management system, according to some em-
bodiments.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0008] The disclosed embodiments relate generally to
the use of a deterministically reproducible key pair for
securely and deterministically associating multiple finan-
cial messages with each other that have a relationship,
without conveying the existence of the relationship to
market participants not associated with the financial mes-
sages.
[0009] The disclosed embodiments also eliminate the
need for one or more exchange computing systems to
transmit messages directly to a market participant be-
cause the financial messages generated by the ex-
change computing systems include tokens generated by
the exchange computing system that only the market par-
ticipant can associate with each other, regardless of how
many intervening parties may divide and further subdi-
vide orders generated by the market participant.
[0010] The disclosed embodiments relate to an im-
provement to the process of confirming trade activity to
market participants which utilizes a token management
system which, in one embodiment, may be located at a
client computer of each market participant involved in a
chain of transactions leading to the submission of an or-
der or electronic data transaction request message to an
electronic trading system. A market participant imple-
menting the disclosed token management system can
anonymize the relationship / association of his or her re-
quest messages by including tokens which are carried
with the request messages throughout the life of the re-
quest messages and appear in the resultant financial
messages.
[0011] By allowing the market participants to retrieve
and identify the financial messages based on their own
request messages securely, the disclosed embodiments
enable an exchange computing system, which receives
electronic data transaction request message and gener-
ates electronic data transaction result message in re-
sponse thereto, to transmit electronic data transaction
result messages to a universal source that can be used
by all market participants and related entities.
[0012] The exchange computing system can accord-
ingly eliminate transmission of multiple messages that
are identical or contain overlapping / redundant informa-
tion. In circumstances where market participants are in-
volved in complex business relationships involving many
parties with different access rights and obligations, the
disclosed embodiments also enable eliminating unnec-
essary reporting of data because each party / entity can
securely and deterministically access relevant data from
the universal source.
[0013] In this way, redundant communications, e.g. the
directed reporting messages, as well as redundant data,
may be are eliminated, reducing the overall volume of
data being communicated and the resources necessary
in support thereof. In addition, inhibition of any one mar-
ket participant intentionally or unintentionally influencing
the market via exposure of their activities, or otherwise

unfairly impinging on the exposed activities of other mar-
ket participants, is maintained. Further, inequitable infor-
mation access is eliminated as the information in the uni-
versal source can be made available to all necessary
parties at the same time because the data only exists in
one equally accessible location, thereby minimizing or
eliminating the occurrence of one market participant re-
ceiving market information ahead of the other market par-
ticipants.
[0014] If an exchange computing system separates
private message generation and transmission from the
generation and transmission of corresponding public
market data messages, there is the possibility that private
data is communicated before, or the transmission thereof
otherwise overtakes the transmission of, corresponding
public data, thus potentially providing market information
to the recipient of the private data prior to other market
participants. This prior reception of market information
may be an undesirable occurrence due to possible mar-
ket information imbalances for market participants. If an
exchange computing system instead sends financial
messages to just one location, e.g., a database agreed
by the industry as being the ultimate source of the finan-
cial messages, the possibility of a particular market par-
ticipant receiving messages with private market data pri-
or to other market participants receiving corresponding
public market data can be removed, while at the same
time, keeping private, highly sensitive data, private. By
allowing a market participant to search for anonymized
financial messages and securely associate financial
messages that are based on that market participant’s
request messages, at least some of the disclosed em-
bodiments solve the problem of redundant communica-
tions from one or more exchange computing systems,
which as described above can lead to an overburdening
of the network infrastructure as well as can lead to market
information imbalances for market participants.
[0015] While the disclosed embodiments may be dis-
cussed in relation to communications of financial related
messages among participants in an electronic trading
system, it will be appreciated that the disclosed embod-
iments may be used for communications among partici-
pants where an order or request originating with a market
participant is modified and/or divided into multiple orders
or requests before being submitted to a data transaction
processing system, and where the originating market
participant requires securely associating the results of
the processing.
[0016] For example, where multiple requestors make
requests from a system but each wishes to remain anon-
ymous among all of the other requestors, the system may
respond to those requests with a single broadcast mes-
sage to all of the requestors indicating the status of each
request rather than individual response messages. The
disclosed embodiments may facilitate such a broadcast
message allowing each requestor to know the status of
their own request without being able to associate the re-
maining request statuses with any of the other request-
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ors. Accordingly, with respect to the disclosed electronic
trading system embodiment, the term "participant" may
refer to a trader, clearing member, market participant, or
other user of an electronic trading system and the term
"message" may refer to request messages such as or-
ders to trade, e.g. buy or sell, a financial product, requests
to modify or cancel previous orders, as well as the re-
sponse messages thereto, as will be described. Howev-
er, it will be appreciated that a participant may be any
user of a communications system, or may refer to a de-
vice used by such as user, and a message, whether re-
quests or responses thereto, may be for any purpose, as
described herein.
[0017] While the disclosed embodiments may be dis-
cussed in relation to futures and/or options on futures
trading, it will be appreciated that the disclosed embod-
iments may be applicable to any equity, options or futures
trading system or market now available or later devel-
oped. It will be appreciated that a trading environment,
such as a futures exchange as described herein, imple-
ments one or more economic markets where rights and
obligations may be traded. As such, a trading environ-
ment may be characterized by a need to maintain market
integrity, transparency, predictability, fair/equitable ac-
cess and participant expectations with respect thereto.
For example, an exchange must respond to inputs, such
as trader orders, cancellation, etc., in a manner as ex-
pected by the market participants, such as based on mar-
ket data, e.g. prices, available counter-orders, etc., to
provide an expected level of certainty that transactions
will occur in a consistent and predictable manner and
without unknown or unascertainable risks. In addition, it
will be appreciated that electronic trading systems further
impose additional expectations and demands by market
participants as to transaction processing speed, latency,
capacity and response time, while creating additional
complexities relating thereto. Accordingly, as will be de-
scribed, the disclosed embodiments may further include
functionality to ensure that the expectations of market
participant are met, e.g. that transactional integrity and
predictable system responses are maintained.
[0018] The system described in U.S. Patent Publica-
tion No. 2013/0218739, filed on Feb. 17, 2012, entitled
"Secure Consolidated Exchange Feed For Order Entry
And Market Data", assigned to the assignee of the
present application, the entirety of which is incorporated
by reference herein and relied upon, discloses allocating
identifiers by an exchange computing system to a market
participant and augmenting messages with the identifi-
ers. See also systems described in U.S. Patent Publica-
tion No. 2016/0328796, filed on May 6, 2015, Entitled
"Tokens, and the use thereof, for public distribution of
messages having a private association with a subset of
the message recipients", assigned to the assignee of the
present application, the entirety of which is incorporated
by reference herein and relied upon, discloses creation
and dissemination of unique identifiers by an exchange
computing system. In many cases, as discussed herein,

an exchange computing system may not be privy to in-
formation about which messages of a plurality of mes-
sages are associated together, or are based on a larger
order or a common market participant. Moreover, some
orders may be divided into smaller orders that are exe-
cuted by different exchanges, so that no one exchange
has enough information to determine all the small orders
that are based on one large order. The disclosed embod-
iments enable market participants and related entities to
securely and deterministically identify their own messag-
es while retaining the flexibility to route the orders across
multiple parties and execute the orders across multiple
exchanges and also while maintaining anonymity and
integrity of the systems as discussed herein. In one em-
bodiment, the financial messages that are securely and
deterministically associated with each other are gener-
ated by at least two exchange computing systems. By
eliminating reliance on identification numbers generated
by an exchange computing system, the token manage-
ment system enables market participants to submit and
manage multiple anonymous messages across multiple
exchange computing systems.

EXCHANGE COMPUTING SYSTEM

[0019] The disclosed embodiments may be imple-
mented in association with a data transaction processing
system that processes data items or objects, such as an
exchange computing system. Customer or user devices
(e.g., client computers) may submit electronic data trans-
action request messages, e.g., inbound messages, to
the data transaction processing system over a data com-
munication network. The electronic data transaction re-
quest messages may include, for example, transaction
matching parameters, such as instructions and/or val-
ues, for processing the data transaction request messag-
es within the data transaction processing system. The
instructions may be to perform transactions, e.g., buy or
sell a quantity of a product at a range of values defined
equations. Products, e.g., financial instruments, or order
books representing the state of an electronic marketplace
for a product, may be represented as data objects within
the exchange computing system. The instructions may
also be conditional, e.g., buy or sell a quantity of a product
at a given value if a trade for the product is executed at
some other reference value.
[0020] The data transaction processing system may
include various specifically configured matching proces-
sors that match, e.g., automatically, electronic data trans-
action request messages for the same one of the data
items or objects. The specifically configured matching
processors may match, or attempt to match, electronic
data transaction request messages based on multiple
transaction matching parameters from the different client
computers. Input electronic data transaction request
messages may be received from different client comput-
ers over a data communication network, and output elec-
tronic data transaction result messages may be trans-
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mitted to the client computers and may be indicative of
results of the attempts to match incoming electronic data
transaction request messages. The specifically config-
ured matching processors may additionally generate in-
formation indicative of a state of an environment (e.g.,
the state of the order book) based on the processing, and
report this information to data recipient computing sys-
tems via outbound messages published via one or more
data feeds. While the disclosed embodiments may be
described with respect to electronic data transaction re-
quest and result messages, it will be appreciated that the
disclosed embodiments may be implemented with re-
spect to other technologies later developed, such as pho-
tonic, e.g., light-based, messages.
[0021] For example, one exemplary environment
where the disclosed embodiments may be desirable is
in financial markets, and in particular, electronic financial
exchanges, such as a futures exchange, such as the Chi-
cago Mercantile Exchange Inc. (CME).
[0022] As described above, a financial instrument trad-
ing system, such as a futures exchange, such as the
Chicago Mercantile Exchange Inc. (CME), provides a
contract market where financial instruments, e.g., futures
and options on futures, are traded using electronic sys-
tems. "Futures" is a term used to designate all contracts
for the purchase or sale of financial instruments or phys-
ical commodities for future delivery or cash settlement
on a commodity futures exchange. A futures contract is
a legally binding agreement to buy or sell a commodity
at a specified price at a predetermined future time. An
option contract is the right, but not the obligation, to sell
or buy the underlying instrument (in this case, a futures
contract) at a specified price on or before a certain expi-
ration date. An option contract offers an opportunity to
take advantage of futures price moves without actually
having a futures position. The commodity to be delivered
in fulfillment of the contract, or alternatively the commod-
ity for which the cash market price shall determine the
final settlement price of the futures contract, is known as
the contract’s underlying reference or "underlier." The
underlying or underlier for an options contract is the cor-
responding futures contract that is purchased or sold up-
on the exercise of the option.
[0023] The terms and conditions of each futures con-
tract are standardized as to the specification of the con-
tract’s underlying reference commodity, the quality of
such commodity, quantity, delivery date, and means of
contract settlement. Cash settlement is a method of set-
tling a futures contract whereby the parties effect final
settlement when the contract expires by paying/receiving
the loss/gain related to the contract in cash, rather than
by effecting physical sale and purchase of the underlying
reference commodity at a price determined by the futures
contract, price. Options and futures may be based on
more generalized market indicators, such as stock indi-
ces, interest rates, futures contracts and other deriva-
tives.
[0024] An exchange may provide for a centralized

"clearing house" through which trades made must be
confirmed, matched, and settled each day until offset or
delivered. The clearing house may be an adjunct to an
exchange, and may be an operating division of an ex-
change, which is responsible for settling trading ac-
counts, clearing trades, collecting and maintaining per-
formance bond funds, regulating delivery, and reporting
trading data. One of the roles of the clearing house is to
mitigate credit risk. Clearing is the procedure through
which the clearing house becomes buyer to each seller
of a futures contract, and seller to each buyer, also re-
ferred to as a novation, and assumes responsibility for
protecting buyers and sellers from financial loss due to
breach of contract, by assuring performance on each
contract. A clearing member is a firm qualified to clear
trades through the clearing house.
[0025] An exchange computing system may operate
under a central counterparty model, where the exchange
acts as an intermediary between market participants for
the transaction of financial instruments. In particular, the
exchange computing system novates itself into the trans-
actions between the market participants, i.e., splits a giv-
en transaction between the parties into two separate
transactions where the exchange computing system sub-
stitutes itself as the counterparty to each of the parties
for that part of the transaction, sometimes referred to as
a novation. In this way, the exchange computing system
acts as a guarantor and central counterparty and there
is no need for the market participants to disclose their
identities to each other, or subject themselves to credit
or other investigations by a potential counterparty. For
example, the exchange computing system insulates one
market participant from the default by another market
participant. Market participants need only meet the re-
quirements of the exchange computing system. Anonym-
ity among the market participants encourages a more
liquid market environment as there are lower barriers to
participation. The exchange computing system can ac-
cordingly offer benefits such as centralized and anony-
mous matching and clearing.
[0026] A match engine within a financial instrument
trading system may comprise a transaction processing
system that processes a high volume, e.g., millions, of
messages or orders in one day. The messages are typ-
ically submitted from market participant computers. Ex-
change match engine systems may be subject to variable
messaging loads due to variable market messaging ac-
tivity. Performance of a match engine depends to a cer-
tain extent on the magnitude of the messaging load and
the work needed to process that message at any given
time. An exchange match engine may process large
numbers of messages during times of high volume mes-
saging activity. With limited processing capacity, high
messaging volumes may increase the response time or
latency experienced by market participants.
[0027] Electronic messages such as incoming mes-
sages from market participants, i.e., "outright" messages,
e.g., trade order messages, etc., are sent from client de-
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vices associated with market participants, or their repre-
sentatives, to an electronic trading or market system.

ELECTRONIC DATA TRANSACTION REQUEST MES-
SAGES

[0028] As used herein, a financial message, or an elec-
tronic message, refers both to messages communicated
by market participants to an electronic trading or market
system and vice versa. The messages may be commu-
nicated using packeting or other techniques operable to
communicate information between systems and system
components. Some messages may be associated with
actions to be taken in the electronic trading or market
system. In particular, in one embodiment, upon receipt
of a request, a token is allocated and included in a TCP
shallow acknowledgment transmission sent back to the
participant acknowledging receipt of the request. It
should be appreciated that while this shallow acknowl-
edgment is, in some sense, a response to the request,
it does not confirm the processing of an order included
in the request. The participant, i.e., their device, then
sends back a TCP acknowledgment which acknowledg-
es receipt of the shallow acknowledgment and token.
[0029] Financial messages communicated to the elec-
tronic trading system, also referred to as "inbound" mes-
sages, may include associated actions that characterize
the messages, such as trader orders, order modifica-
tions, order cancellations and the like, as well as other
message types. Inbound messages may be sent from
client devices associated with market participants, or
their representatives, e.g., trade order messages, etc.,
to an electronic trading or market system. For example,
a market participant may submit an electronic message
to the electronic trading system that includes an associ-
ated specific action to be undertaken by the electronic
trading system, such as entering a new trade order into
the market or modifying an existing order in the market.
In one embodiment, if a participant wishes to modify a
previously sent request, e.g., a prior order which has not
yet been processed or traded, they may send a request
message comprising a request to modify the prior re-
quest. In one exemplary embodiment, the incoming re-
quest itself, e.g., the inbound order entry, may be referred
to as an iLink message. iLink is a bidirectional commu-
nications/message protocol/message format implement-
ed by the Chicago Mercantile Exchange Inc.
[0030] Financial messages communicated from the
electronic trading system, referred to as "outbound" mes-
sages, may include messages responsive to inbound
messages, such as confirmation messages, or other
messages such as market update messages, quote mes-
sages, and the like. Outbound messages may be dis-
seminated via data feeds.
[0031] Financial messages may further be categorized
as having or reflecting an impact on a market or electronic
marketplace, also referred to as an "order book" or
"book," for a traded product, such as a prevailing price

therefore, number of resting orders at various price levels
and quantities thereof, etc., or not having or reflecting an
impact on a market or a subset or portion thereof. In one
embodiment, an electronic order book may be under-
stood to be an electronic collection of the outstanding or
resting orders for a financial instrument.
[0032] For example, a request to place a trade may
result in a response indicative of the trade either being
matched with, or being rested on an order book to await,
a suitable counter-order. This response may include a
message directed solely to the trader who submitted the
order to acknowledge receipt of the order and report
whether it was matched, and the extent thereto, or rested.
The response may further include a message to all mar-
ket participants reporting a change in the order book due
to the order. This response may take the form of a report
of the specific change to the order book, e.g., an order
for quantity X at price Y was added to the book (referred
to, in one embodiment, as a Market By Order message),
or may simply report the result, e.g., price level Y now
has orders for a total quantity of Z (where Z is the sum
of the previous resting quantity plus quantity X of the new
order). In some cases, requests may elicit a non-impact-
ing response, such as temporally proximate to the receipt
of the request, and then cause a separate market-impact
reflecting response at a later time. For example, a stop
order, fill or kill order (FOK), also known as an immediate
or cancel order, or other conditional request may not have
an immediate market impacting effect, if at all, until the
requisite conditions are met.
[0033] An acknowledgement or confirmation of receipt,
e.g., a non-market impacting communication, may be
sent to the trader simply confirming that the order was
received. Upon the conditions being met and a market
impacting result thereof occurring, a market-impacting
message may be transmitted as described herein both
directly back to the submitting market participant and to
all market participants (in a Market By Price "MBP" e.g.,
Aggregated By Value ("ABV") book, or Market By Order
"MBO", e.g., Per Order ("PO") book format). It should be
appreciated that additional conditions may be specified,
such as a time or price limit, which may cause the order
to be dropped or otherwise canceled and that such an
event may result in another non-market-impacting com-
munication instead. In some implementations, market
impacting communications may be communicated sep-
arately from non-market impacting communications,
such as via a separate communications channel or feed.
[0034] For additional details and descriptions of differ-
ent market data feeds, see U.S. Patent Publication No.
2017/0331774, filed on May 16, 2016, entitled "Systems
and Methods for Consolidating Multiple Feed Data", as-
signed to the assignee of the present application, the
entirety of which is incorporated by reference herein and
relied upon.
[0035] It should be further appreciated that various
types of market data feeds may be provided which reflect
different markets or aspects thereof. Market participants
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may then, for example, subscribe to receive those feeds
of interest to them. For example, data recipient comput-
ing systems may choose to receive one or more different
feeds. As market impacting communications usually tend
to be more important to market participants than non-
impacting communications, this separation may reduce
congestion and/or noise among those communications
having or reflecting an impact on a market or portion
thereof. Furthermore, a particular market data feed may
only communicate information related to the top buy/sell
prices for a particular product, referred to as "top of book"
feed, e.g., only changes to the top 10 price levels are
communicated. Such limitations may be implemented to
reduce consumption of bandwidth and message gener-
ation resources. In this case, while a request message
may be considered market-impacting if it affects a price
level other than the top buy/sell prices, it will not result in
a message being sent to the market participants.
[0036] Examples of the various types of market data
feeds which may be provided by electronic trading sys-
tems, such as the CME, in order to provide different types
or subsets of market information or to provide such in-
formation in different formats include Market By Order or
Per Order, Market Depth (also known as Market by Price
or Aggregated By Value to a designated depth of the
book), e.g., CME offers a 10-deep market by price feed,
Top of Book (a single depth Market by Price feed), and
combinations thereof. There may also be all manner of
specialized feeds in terms of the content, i.e., providing,
for example, derived data, such as a calculated index.
[0037] Market data feeds may be characterized as pro-
viding a "view" or "overview" of a given market, an ag-
gregation or a portion thereof or changes thereto. For
example, a market data feed, such as a Market By Price
("MBP") feed, also known as an Aggregated By Value
("ABV") feed, may convey, with each message, the en-
tire/current state of a market, or portion thereof, for a
particular product as a result of one or more market im-
pacting events. For example, an MBP message may con-
vey a total quantity of resting buy/sell orders at a partic-
ular price level in response to a new order being placed
at that price. An MBP message may convey a quantity
of an instrument which was traded in response to an in-
coming order being matched with one or more resting
orders. MBP messages may only be generated for events
affecting a portion of a market, e.g., only the top 10 resting
buy/sell orders and, thereby, only provide a view of that
portion. As used herein, a market impacting request may
be said to impact the "view" of the market as presented
via the market data feed.
[0038] An MBP feed may utilize different message for-
mats for conveying different types of market impacting
events. For example, when a new order is rested on the
order book, an MBP message may reflect the current
state of the price level to which the order was added,
e.g., the new aggregate quantity and the new aggregate
number of resting orders. As can be seen, such a mes-
sage conveys no information about the individual resting

orders, including the newly rested order, themselves to
the market participants. Only the submitting market par-
ticipant, who receives a separate private message ac-
knowledging the event, knows that it was their order that
was added to the book. Similarly, when a trade occurs,
an MBP message may be sent which conveys the price
at which the instrument was traded, the quantity traded
and the number of participating orders, but may convey
no information as to whose particular orders contributed
to the trade. MBP feeds may further batch reporting of
multiple events, i.e., report the result of multiple market
impacting events in a single message.
[0039] Alternatively, a market data feed, referred to as
a Market By Order ("MBO") feed also known as a Per
Order ("PO") feed, may convey data reflecting a change
that occurred to the order book rather than the result of
that change, e.g., that order ABC for quantity X was add-
ed to price level Y or that order ABC and order XYZ traded
a quantity X at a price Y. In this case, the MBO message
identifies only the change that occurred so a market par-
ticipant wishing to know the current state of the order
book must maintain their own copy and apply the change
reflected in the message to know the current state. As
can be seen, MBO/PO messages may carry much more
data than MBP/ABV messages because MBO/PO mes-
sages reflect information about each order, whereas
MBP/ABV messages contain information about orders
affecting some predetermined value levels. Furthermore,
because specific orders, but not the submitting traders
thereof, are identified, other market participants may be
able to follow that order as it progresses through the mar-
ket, e.g., as it is modified, canceled, traded, etc.
[0040] An ABV book data object may include informa-
tion about multiple values. The ABV book data object
may be arranged and structured so that information about
each value is aggregated together. Thus, for a given val-
ue V, the ABV book data object may aggregate all the
information by value, such as for example, the number
of orders having a certain position at value V, the quantity
of total orders resting at value V, etc. Thus, the value
field may be the key, or may be a unique field, within an
ABV book data object. In one embodiment, the value for
each entry within the ABV book data object is different.
In one embodiment, information in an ABV book data
object is presented in a manner such that the value field
is the most granular field of information.
[0041] A PO book data object may include information
about multiple orders. The PO book data object may be
arranged and structured so that information about each
order is represented. Thus, for a given order O, the PO
book data object may provide all of the information for
order O. Thus, the order field may be the key, or may be
a unique field, within a PO book data object. In one em-
bodiment, the order ID for each entry within the PO book
data object is different. In one embodiment, information
in a PO book data object is presented in a manner such
that the order field is the most granular field of informa-
tion.
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[0042] Thus, the PO book data object may include data
about unique orders, e.g., all unique resting orders for a
product, and the ABV book data object may include data
about unique values, e.g., up to a predetermined level,
e.g., top ten price or value levels, for a product.
[0043] It should be appreciated that the number, type
and manner of market data feeds provided by an elec-
tronic trading system are implementation dependent and
may vary depending upon the types of products traded
by the electronic trading system, customer/trader prefer-
ences, bandwidth and data processing limitations, etc.
and that all such feeds, now available or later developed,
are contemplated herein. MBP/ABV and MBO/PO feeds
may refer to categories/variations of market data feeds,
distinguished by whether they provide an indication of
the current state of a market resulting from a market im-
pacting event (MBP) or an indication of the change in the
current state of a market due to a market impacting event
(MBO).
[0044] Messages, whether MBO or MBP, generated
responsive to market impacting events which are caused
by a single order, such as a new order, an order cancel-
lation, an order modification, etc., are fairly simple and
compact and easily created and transmitted. However,
messages, whether MBO or MBP, generated responsive
to market impacting events which are caused by more
than one order, such as a trade, may require the trans-
mission of a significant amount of data to convey the
requisite information to the market participants. For
trades involving a large number of orders, e.g., a buy
order for a quantity of 5000 which matches 5000 sell or-
ders each for a quantity of 1, a significant amount of in-
formation may need to be sent, e.g., data indicative of
each of the 5000 trades that have participated in the mar-
ket impacting event.
[0045] In one embodiment, an exchange computing
system may generate multiple order book objects, one
for each type of view that is published or provided. For
example, the system may generate a PO book object
and an ABV book object. It should be appreciated that
each book object, or view for a product or market, may
be derived from the Per Order book object, which in-
cludes all the orders for a given financial product or mar-
ket.
[0046] An inbound message may include an order that
affects the PO book object, the ABV book object, or both.
An outbound message may include data from one or
more of the structures within the exchange computing
system, e.g., the PO book object queues or the ABV book
object queues.
[0047] Furthermore, each participating trader needs to
receive a notification that their particular order has trad-
ed. Continuing with the example, this may require send-
ing 5001 individual trade notification messages, or even
10,000+ messages where each contributing side (buy
vs. sell) is separately reported, in addition to the notifica-
tion sent to all of the market participants.
[0048] As detailed in U.S. Patent Publication No.

2015/0161727, the entirety of which is incorporated by
reference herein and relied upon, it may be recognized
that trade notifications sent to all market participants may
include redundant information repeated for each partic-
ipating trade and a structure of an MBP trade notification
message may be provided which results in a more effi-
cient communication of the occurrence of a trade. The
message structure may include a header portion which
indicates the type of transaction which occurred, i.e., a
trade, as well as other general information about the
event, an instrument portion which comprises data about
each instrument which was traded as part of the trans-
action, and an order portion which comprises data about
each participating order. In one embodiment, the header
portion may include a message type, Transaction Time,
Match Event Indicator, and Number of Market Data En-
tries ("No. MD Entries") fields. The instrument portion
may include a market data update action indicator ("MD
Update Action"), an indication of the Market Data Entry
Type ("MD Entry Type"), an identifier of the instru-
ment/security involved in the transaction ("Security ID"),
a report sequence indicator ("Rpt Seq"), the price at
which the instrument was traded ("MD Entry PX"), the
aggregate quantity traded at the indicated price ("Con-
sTradeQty"), the number of participating orders ("Num-
berOfOrders"), and an identifier of the aggressor side
("Aggressor Side") fields. The order portion may further
include an identifier of the participating order ("Order ID"),
described in more detail below, and the quantity of the
order traded ("MD Entry Size") fields. It should be appre-
ciated that the particular fields included in each portion
are implementation dependent and that different fields in
addition to, or in lieu of, those listed may be included
depending upon the implementation. It should be appre-
ciated that the exemplary fields can be compliant with
the FIX binary and/or FIX/FAST protocol for the commu-
nication of the financial information.
[0049] The instrument portion contains a set of fields,
e.g., seven fields accounting for 23 bytes, which are re-
peated for each participating instrument. In complex
trades, such as trades involving combination orders or
strategies, e.g., spreads, or implied trades, there may be
multiple instruments being exchanged among the par-
ties. In one embodiment, the order portion includes only
one field, accounting for 4 bytes, for each participating
order which indicates the quantity of that order which was
traded. As will be discussed below, the order portion may
further include an identifier of each order, accounting for
an additional 8 bytes, in addition to the quantity thereof
traded. As should be appreciated, data which would have
been repeated for each participating order, is consolidat-
ed or otherwise summarized in the header and instru-
ment portions of the message thereby eliminating redun-
dant information and, overall, significantly reducing the
size of the message.
[0050] The disclosed embodiments may be applicable
to the use of either an MBP market data feed and/or an
MBO market data feed.
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MARKET SEGMENT GATEWAY

[0051] In one embodiment, the disclosed system may
include a Market Segment Gateway ("MSG") that is the
point of ingress/entry and/or egress/departure for all
transactions, i.e., the network traffic/packets containing
the data therefore, specific to a single market at which
the order of receipt of those transactions may be as-
cribed. An MSG or Market Segment Gateway may be
utilized for the purpose of deterministic operation of the
market. The electronic trading system may include mul-
tiple markets, and because the electronic trading system
includes one MSG for each market/product implemented
thereby, the electronic trading system may include mul-
tiple MSGs. For more detail on deterministic operation in
a trading system, see U.S. Patent Publication No.
2015/0127513 entitled "Transactionally Deterministic
High Speed Financial Exchange Having Improved, Effi-
ciency, Communication, Customization, Performance,
Access, Trading Opportunities, Credit Controls, And
Fault Tolerance" and filed on November 7, 2013 ("the
’513 Publication"), the entire disclosure of which is incor-
porated by reference herein and relied upon.
[0052] For example, a participant may send a request
for a new transaction, e.g., a request for a new order, to
the MSG. The MSG extracts or decodes the request mes-
sage and determines the characteristics of the request
message.
[0053] The MSG may include, or otherwise be coupled
with, a buffer, cache, memory, database, content ad-
dressable memory, data store or other data storage
mechanism, or combinations thereof, which stores data
indicative of the characteristics of the request message.
The request is passed to the transaction processing sys-
tem, e.g., the match engine.
[0054] An MSG or Market Segment Gateway may be
utilized for the purpose of deterministic operation of the
market. Transactions for a particular market may be ul-
timately received at the electronic trading system via one
or more points of entry, e.g., one or more communications
interfaces, at which determinism may be applied, which
as described may be at the point where matching occurs,
e.g., at each match engine (where there may be multiple
match engines, each for a given product/market, or
moved away from the point where matching occurs and
closer to the point where the electronic trading system
first becomes "aware" of the incoming transaction, such
as the point where transaction messages, e.g., orders,
ingress the electronic trading system. Generally, the
terms "determinism" or "transactional determinism" may
refer to the processing, or the appearance thereof, of
orders in accordance with defined business rules. Ac-
cordingly, as used herein, the point of determinism may
be the point at which the electronic trading system as-
cribes an ordering to incoming transactions/orders rela-
tive to other incoming transactions/orders such that the
ordering may be factored into the subsequent process-
ing, e.g., matching, of those transactions/orders as will

be described. For more detail on deterministic operation
in a trading system, see the ’513 Publication.

ELECTRONIC TRADING

[0055] Electronic trading of financial instruments, such
as futures contracts, is conducted by market participants
sending orders, such as to buy or sell one or more futures
contracts, in electronic form to the exchange. These elec-
tronically submitted orders to buy and sell are then
matched, if possible, by the exchange, i.e., by the ex-
change’s matching engine, to execute a trade. Outstand-
ing (unmatched, wholly unsatisfied/unfilled or partially
satisfied/filled) orders are maintained in one or more data
structures or databases referred to as "order books,"
such orders being referred to as "resting," and made vis-
ible, i.e., their availability for trading is advertised, to the
market participants through electronic notifica-
tions/broadcasts, referred to as market data feeds. An
order book is typically maintained for each product, e.g.,
instrument, traded on the electronic trading system and
generally defines or otherwise represents the state of the
market for that product, i.e., the current prices at which
the market participants are willing buy or sell that product.
As such, as used herein, an order book for a product may
also be referred to as a market for that product.
[0056] Upon receipt of an incoming order to trade in a
particular financial instrument, whether for a single-com-
ponent financial instrument, e.g., a single futures con-
tract, or for a multiple-component financial instrument,
e.g., a combination contract such as a spread contract,
a match engine, as described herein, will attempt to iden-
tify a previously received but unsatisfied order counter
thereto, i.e., for the opposite transaction (buy or sell) in
the same financial instrument at the same or better price
(but not necessarily for the same quantity unless, for ex-
ample, either order specifies a condition that it must be
entirely filled or not at all).
[0057] Previously received but unsatisfied orders, i.e.,
orders which either did not match with a counter order
when they were received or their quantity was only par-
tially satisfied, referred to as a partial fill, are maintained
by the electronic trading system in an order book data-
base/data structure to await the subsequent arrival of
matching orders or the occurrence of other conditions
which may cause the order to be modified or otherwise
removed from the order book.
[0058] If the match engine identifies one or more suit-
able previously received but unsatisfied counter orders,
they, and the incoming order, are matched to execute a
trade there between to at least partially satisfy the quan-
tities of one or both the incoming order or the identified
orders. If there remains any residual unsatisfied quantity
of the identified one or more orders, those orders are left
on the order book with their remaining quantity to await
a subsequent suitable counter order, i.e., to rest. If the
match engine does not identify a suitable previously re-
ceived but unsatisfied counter order, or the one or more
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identified suitable previously received but unsatisfied
counter orders are for a lesser quantity than the incoming
order, the incoming order is placed on the order book,
referred to as "resting", with original or remaining unsat-
isfied quantity, to await a subsequently received suitable
order counter thereto. The match engine then generates
match event data reflecting the result of this matching
process. Other components of the electronic trading sys-
tem, as will be described, then generate the respective
order acknowledgment and market data messages and
transmit those messages to the market participants.
[0059] Matching, which is a function typically per-
formed by the exchange, is a process, for a given order
which specifies a desire to buy or sell a quantity of a
particular instrument at a particular price, of seek-
ing/identifying one or more wholly or partially, with re-
spect to quantity, satisfying counter orders thereto, e.g.,
a sell counter to an order to buy, or vice versa, for the
same instrument at the same, or sometimes better, price
(but not necessarily the same quantity), which are then
paired for execution to complete a trade between the
respective market participants (via the exchange) and at
least partially satisfy the desired quantity of one or both
of the order and/or the counter order, with any residual
unsatisfied quantity left to await another suitable counter
order, referred to as "resting." A match event may occur,
for example, when an aggressing order matches with a
resting order. In one embodiment, two orders match be-
cause one order includes instructions for or specifies buy-
ing a quantity of a particular instrument at a particular
price, and the other order includes instructions for or
specifies selling a (different or same) quantity of the in-
strument at a same or better price. It should be appreci-
ated that performing an instruction associated with a
message may include attempting to perform the instruc-
tion. Whether or not an exchange computing system is
able to successfully perform an instruction may depend
on the state of the electronic marketplace.
[0060] While the disclosed embodiments will be de-
scribed with respect to a product by product or market
by market implementation, e.g. implemented for each
market/order book, it will be appreciated that the dis-
closed embodiments may be implemented so as to apply
across markets for multiple products traded on one or
more electronic trading systems, such as by monitoring
an aggregate, correlated or other derivation of the rele-
vant indicative parameters as described herein.
[0061] Financial instrument trading systems allow trad-
ers to submit orders and receive confirmations, market
data, and other information electronically via electronic
messages exchanged using a network. Electronic trad-
ing systems ideally attempt to offer a more efficient, fair
and balanced market where market prices reflect a true
consensus of the value of traded products among the
market participants, where the intentional or unintention-
al influence of any one market participant is minimized if
not eliminated, and where unfair or inequitable advan-
tages with respect to information access are minimized

if not eliminated.
[0062] Electronic marketplaces attempt to achieve
these goals by using electronic messages to communi-
cate actions and related data of the electronic market-
place between market participants, clearing firms, clear-
ing houses, and other parties. The messages can be re-
ceived using an electronic trading system, wherein an
action or transaction associated with the messages may
be executed. For example, the message may contain
information relating to an order to buy or sell a product
in a particular electronic marketplace, and the action as-
sociated with the message may indicate that the order is
to be placed in the electronic marketplace such that other
orders which were previously placed may potentially be
matched to the order of the received message. Thus the
electronic marketplace may conduct market activities
through electronic systems.

CLEARING HOUSE

[0063] The clearing house of an exchange clears, set-
tles and guarantees matched transactions in contracts
occurring through the facilities of the exchange. In addi-
tion, the clearing house establishes and monitors finan-
cial requirements for clearing members and conveys cer-
tain clearing privileges in conjunction with the relevant
exchange markets.
[0064] The clearing house establishes clearing level
performance bonds (margins) for all products of the ex-
change and establishes minimum performance bond re-
quirements for customers of such products. A perform-
ance bond, also referred to as a margin requirement,
corresponds with the funds that must be deposited by a
customer with his or her broker, by a broker with a clearing
member or by a clearing member with the clearing house,
for the purpose of insuring the broker or clearing house
against loss on open futures or options contracts. This
is not a part payment on a purchase. The performance
bond helps to ensure the financial integrity of brokers,
clearing members and the exchange as a whole. The
performance bond refers to the minimum dollar deposit
required by the clearing house from clearing members
in accordance with their positions. Maintenance, or main-
tenance margin, refers to a sum, usually smaller than the
initial performance bond, which must remain on deposit
in the customer’s account for any position at all times.
The initial margin is the total amount of margin per con-
tract required by the broker when a futures position is
opened. A drop in funds below this level requires a de-
posit back to the initial margin levels, i.e., a performance
bond call. If a customer’s equity in any futures position
drops to or under the maintenance level because of ad-
verse price action, the broker must issue a performance
bond/margin call to restore the customer’s equity. A per-
formance bond call, also referred to as a margin call, is
a demand for additional funds to bring the customer’s
account back up to the initial performance bond level
whenever adverse price movements cause the account
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to go below the maintenance.
[0065] The exchange derives its financial stability in
large part by removing debt obligations among market
participants as they occur. This is accomplished by de-
termining a settlement price at the close of the market
each day for each contract and marking all open positions
to that price, referred to as "mark to market." Every con-
tract is debited or credited based on that trading session’s
gains or losses. As prices move for or against a position,
funds flow into and out of the trading account. In the case
of the CME, each business day by 6:40 a.m. Chicago
time, based on the mark-to-the-market of all open posi-
tions to the previous trading day’s settlement price, the
clearing house pays to or collects cash from each clearing
member. This cash flow, known as settlement variation,
is performed by CME’s settlement banks based on in-
structions issued by the clearing house. All payments to
and collections from clearing members are made in
"same-day" funds. In addition to the 6:40 a.m. settlement,
a daily intra-day mark-to-the market of all open positions,
including trades executed during the overnight
GLOBEX®, the CME’s electronic trading systems, trad-
ing session and the current day’s trades matched before
11:15 a.m., is performed using current prices. The result-
ing cash payments are made intra-day for same day val-
ue. In times of extreme price volatility, the clearing house
has the authority to perform additional intra-day mark-to-
the-market calculations on open positions and to call for
immediate payment of settlement variation. CME’s mark-
to-the-market settlement system differs from the settle-
ment systems implemented by many other financial mar-
kets, including the interbank, Treasury securities, over-
the-counter foreign exchange and debt, options, and eq-
uities markets, where participants regularly assume
credit exposure to each other. In those markets, the fail-
ure of one participant can have a ripple effect on the
solvency of the other participants. Conversely, CME’s
mark-to-the-market system does not allow losses to ac-
cumulate over time or allow a market participant the op-
portunity to defer losses associated with market posi-
tions.
[0066] While the disclosed embodiments may be de-
scribed in reference to the CME, it should be appreciated
that these embodiments are applicable to any exchange.
Such other exchanges may include a clearing house that,
like the CME clearing house, clears, settles and guaran-
tees all matched transactions in contracts of the ex-
change occurring through its facilities. In addition, such
clearing houses establish and monitor financial require-
ments for clearing members and convey certain clearing
privileges in conjunction with the relevant exchange mar-
kets.

TRADING ENVIRONMENT

[0067] The embodiments may be described in terms
of a distributed computing system. The particular exam-
ples identify a specific set of components useful in a fu-

tures and options exchange. However, many of the com-
ponents and inventive features are readily adapted to
other electronic trading environments. The specific ex-
amples described herein may teach specific protocols
and/or interfaces, although it should be understood that
the principles involved may be extended to, or applied
in, other protocols and interfaces.
[0068] It should be appreciated that the plurality of en-
tities utilizing or involved with the disclosed embodi-
ments, e.g., the market participants, may be referred to
by other nomenclature reflecting the role that the partic-
ular entity is performing with respect to the disclosed em-
bodiments and that a given entity may perform more than
one role depending upon the implementation and the na-
ture of the particular transaction being undertaken, as
well as the entity’s contractual and/or legal relationship
with another market participant and/or the exchange.
[0069] An exemplary trading network environment for
implementing trading systems and methods is shown in
Fig. 1. An exchange computer system 100 receives mes-
sages that include orders and transmits market data re-
lated to orders and trades to users, such as via wide area
network 162 and/or local area network 160 and computer
devices 150, 152, 154, 156 and 158, as described herein,
coupled with the exchange computer system 100.
[0070] Herein, the phrase "coupled with" is defined to
mean directly connected to or indirectly connected
through one or more intermediate components. Such in-
termediate components may include both hardware and
software based components. Further, to clarify the use
in the pending claims and to hereby provide notice to the
public, the phrases "at least one of <A>, <B>, ... and <N>"
or "at least one of <A>, <B>, ... <N>, or combinations
thereof’ are defined by the Applicant in the broadest
sense, superseding any other implied definitions here-
before or hereinafter unless expressly asserted by the
Applicant to the contrary, to mean one or more elements
selected from the group comprising A, B, ... and N, that
is to say, any combination of one or more of the elements
A, B, ... or N including any one element alone or in com-
bination with one or more of the other elements which
may also include, in combination, additional elements
not listed.
[0071] The exchange computer system 100 may be
implemented with one or more mainframe, desktop or
other computers, such as the example computer 200 de-
scribed herein with respect to Fig. 2. A user database
102 may be provided which includes information identi-
fying traders and other users of exchange computer sys-
tem 100, such as account numbers or identifiers, user
names and passwords. An account data module 104 may
be provided which may process account information that
may be used during trades.
[0072] A match engine module 106 may be included
to match bid and offer prices and may be implemented
with software that executes one or more algorithms for
matching bids and offers. A trade database 108 may be
included to store information identifying trades and de-
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scriptions of trades. In particular, a trade database may
store information identifying the time that a trade took
place and the contract price. An order book module 110
may be included to compute or otherwise determine cur-
rent bid and offer prices, e.g., in a continuous auction
market, or also operate as an order accumulation buffer
for a batch auction market.
[0073] A market data module 112 may be included to
collect market data and prepare the data for transmission
to users.
[0074] A risk management module 114 may be includ-
ed to compute and determine a user’s risk utilization in
relation to the user’s defined risk thresholds. The risk
management module 114 may also be configured to de-
termine risk assessments or exposure levels in connec-
tion with positions held by a market participant. The risk
management module 114 may be configured to admin-
ister, manage or maintain one or more margining mech-
anisms implemented by the exchange computer system
100. Such administration, management or maintenance
may include managing a number of database records
reflective of margin accounts of the market participants.
In some embodiments, the risk management module 114
implements one or more aspects of the disclosed em-
bodiments, including, for instance, principal component
analysis (PCA) based margining, in connection with in-
terest rate swap (IRS) portfolios, as described herein.
[0075] A message management module 116 may be
included to, among other things, receive, and extract or-
ders from, electronic data transaction request messages.
The message management module 116 may define a
point of ingress into the exchange computer system 100
where messages are ordered and considered to be re-
ceived by the system. This may be considered a point of
determinism in the exchange computer system 100 that
defines the earliest point where the system can ascribe
an order of receipt to arriving messages. The point of
determinism may or may not be at or near the demarca-
tion point between the exchange computer system 100
and a public/internet network infrastructure. The mes-
sage management module 116 processes messages by
interpreting the contents of a message based on the mes-
sage transmit protocol, such as the transmission control
protocol ("TCP"), to provide the content of the message
for further processing by the exchange computer system.
[0076] The message management module 116 may
also be configured to detect characteristics of an order
for a transaction to be undertaken in an electronic mar-
ketplace. For example, the message management mod-
ule 116 may identify and extract order content such as a
price, product, volume, and associated market partici-
pant for an order. The message management module
116 may also identify and extract data indicating an action
to be executed by the exchange computer system 100
with respect to the extracted order. For example, the mes-
sage management module 116 may determine the trans-
action type of the transaction requested in a given mes-
sage. A message may include an instruction to perform

a type of transaction. The transaction type may be, in
one embodiment, a request/offer/order to either buy or
sell a specified quantity or units of a financial instrument
at a specified price or value. The message management
module 116 may also identify and extract other order
information and other actions associated with the extract-
ed order. All extracted order characteristics, other infor-
mation, and associated actions extracted from a mes-
sage for an order may be collectively considered an order
as described and referenced herein.
[0077] Order or message characteristics may include,
for example, the state of the system after a message is
received, arrival time (e.g., the time a message arrives
at the MSG or Market Segment Gateway), message type
(e.g., new, modify, cancel), and the number of matches
generated by a message. Order or message character-
istics may also include market participant side (e.g., buy-
er or seller) or time in force (e.g., a good until end of day
order that is good for the full trading day, a good until
canceled ordered that rests on the order book until
matched, or a fill or kill order that is canceled if not filled
immediately, or a fill and kill order (FOK) that is filled to
the maximum amount possible based on the state of the
order book at the time the FOK order is processed, and
any remaining or unfilled/unsatisfied quantity is not
stored on the books or allowed to rest).
[0078] An order processing module 118 may be includ-
ed to decompose delta-based, spread instrument, bulk
and other types of composite orders for processing by
the order book module 110 and/or the match engine mod-
ule 106. The order processing module 118 may also be
used to implement one or more procedures related to
clearing an order. The order may be communicated from
the message management module 116 to the order
processing module 118. The order processing module
118 may be configured to interpret the communicated
order, and manage the order characteristics, other infor-
mation, and associated actions as they are processed
through an order book module 110 and eventually trans-
acted on an electronic market. For example, the order
processing module 118 may store the order characteris-
tics and other content and execute the associated ac-
tions. In an embodiment, the order processing module
may execute an associated action of placing the order
into an order book for an electronic trading system man-
aged by the order book module 110. In an embodiment,
placing an order into an order book and/or into an elec-
tronic trading system may be considered a primary action
for an order. The order processing module 118 may be
configured in various arrangements, and may be config-
ured as part of the order book module 110, part of the
message management module 116, or as an independ-
ent functioning module.
[0079] As an intermediary to electronic trading trans-
actions, the exchange bears a certain amount of risk in
each transaction that takes place. To that end, the clear-
ing house implements risk management mechanisms to
protect the exchange. One or more of the modules of the
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exchange computer system 100 may be configured to
determine settlement prices for constituent contracts,
such as deferred month contracts, of spread instruments,
such as for example, settlement module 120. A settle-
ment module 120 (or settlement processor or other pay-
ment processor) may be included to provide one or more
functions related to settling or otherwise administering
transactions cleared by the exchange. Settlement mod-
ule 120 of the exchange computer system 100 may im-
plement one or more settlement price determination tech-
niques. Settlement-related functions need not be limited
to actions or events occurring at the end of a contract
term. For instance, in some embodiments, settlement-
related functions may include or involve daily or other
mark to market settlements for margining purposes. In
some cases, the settlement module 120 may be config-
ured to communicate with the trade database 108 (or the
memory(ies) on which the trade database 108 is stored)
and/or to determine a payment amount based on a spot
price, the price of the futures contract or other financial
instrument, or other price data, at various times. The de-
termination may be made at one or more points in time
during the term of the financial instrument in connection
with a margining mechanism. For example, the settle-
ment module 120 may be used to determine a mark to
market amount on a daily basis during the term of the
financial instrument. Such determinations may also be
made on a settlement date for the financial instrument
for the purposes of final settlement.
[0080] In some embodiments, the settlement module
120 may be integrated to any desired extent with one or
more of the other modules or processors of the exchange
computer system 100. For example, the settlement mod-
ule 120 and the risk management module 114 may be
integrated to any desired extent. In some cases, one or
more margining procedures or other aspects of the mar-
gining mechanism(s) may be implemented by the settle-
ment module 120.
[0081] One or more of the above-described modules
of the exchange computer system 100 may be used to
gather or obtain data to support the settlement price de-
termination, as well as a subsequent margin requirement
determination. For example, the order book module 110
and/or the market data module 112 may be used to re-
ceive, access, or otherwise obtain market data, such as
bid-offer values of orders currently on the order books.
The trade database 108 may be used to receive, access,
or otherwise obtain trade data indicative of the prices and
volumes of trades that were recently executed in a
number of markets. In some cases, transaction data
(and/or bid/ask data) may be gathered or obtained from
open outcry pits and/or other sources and incorporated
into the trade and market data from the electronic trading
system(s).
[0082] It should be appreciated that concurrent
processing limits may be defined by or imposed sepa-
rately or in combination on one or more of the trading
system components, including the user database 102,

the account data module 104, the match engine module
106, the trade database 108, the order book module 110,
the market data module 112, the risk management mod-
ule 114, the message management module 116, the or-
der processing module 118, the settlement module 120,
or other component of the exchange computer system
100.
[0083] The disclosed mechanisms may be implement-
ed at any logical and/or physical point(s), or combinations
thereof, at which the relevant information/data (e.g., mes-
sage traffic and responses thereto) may be monitored or
flows or is otherwise accessible or measurable, including
one or more gateway devices, modems, the computers
or terminals of one or more market participants, e.g., cli-
ent computers, etc.
[0084] One skilled in the art will appreciate that one or
more modules described herein may be implemented us-
ing, among other things, a tangible computer-readable
medium comprising computer-executable instructions
(e.g., executable software code). Alternatively, modules
may be implemented as software code, firmware code,
specifically configured hardware or processors, and/or a
combination of the aforementioned. For example, the
modules may be embodied as part of an exchange 100
for financial instruments. It should be appreciated the dis-
closed embodiments may be implemented as a different
or separate module of the exchange computer system
100, or a separate computer system coupled with the
exchange computer system 100 so as to have access to
margin account record, pricing, and/or other data. As de-
scribed herein, the disclosed embodiments may be im-
plemented as a centrally accessible system or as a dis-
tributed system, e.g., where some of the disclosed func-
tions are performed by the computer systems of the mar-
ket participants.
[0085] The trading network environment shown in Fig.
1 includes exemplary computer devices 150, 152, 154,
156 and 158 which depict different exemplary methods
or media by which a computer device may be coupled
with the exchange computer system 100 or by which a
user may communicate, e.g., send and receive, trade or
other information therewith. It should be appreciated that
the types of computer devices deployed by traders and
the methods and media by which they communicate with
the exchange computer system 100 is implementation
dependent and may vary and that not all of the depicted
computer devices and/or means/media of communica-
tion may be used and that other computer devices and/or
means/media of communications, now available or later
developed may be used. Each computer device, which
may comprise a computer 200 described in more detail
with respect to Fig. 2, may include a central processor,
specifically configured or otherwise, that controls the
overall operation of the computer and a system bus that
connects the central processor to one or more conven-
tional components, such as a network card or modem.
Each computer device may also include a variety of in-
terface units and drives for reading and writing data or
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files and communicating with other computer devices and
with the exchange computer system 100. Depending on
the type of computer device, a user can interact with the
computer with a keyboard, pointing device, microphone,
pen device or other input device now available or later
developed.
[0086] An exemplary computer device 150 is shown
directly connected to exchange computer system 100,
such as via a T1 line, a common local area network (LAN)
or other wired and/or wireless medium for connecting
computer devices, such as the network 220 shown in Fig.
2 and described with respect thereto. The exemplary
computer device 150 is further shown connected to a
radio 168. The user of radio 168, which may include a
cellular telephone, smart phone, or other wireless pro-
prietary and/or non-proprietary device, may be a trader
or exchange employee. The radio user may transmit or-
ders or other information to the exemplary computer de-
vice 150 or a user thereof. The user of the exemplary
computer device 150, or the exemplary computer device
150 alone and/or autonomously, may then transmit the
trade or other information to the exchange computer sys-
tem 100.
[0087] Exemplary computer devices 152 and 154 are
coupled with a local area network ("LAN") 160 which may
be configured in one or more of the well-known LAN topol-
ogies, e.g., star, daisy chain, etc., and may use a variety
of different protocols, such as Ethernet, TCP/IP, etc. The
exemplary computer devices 152 and 154 may commu-
nicate with each other and with other computer and other
devices which are coupled with the LAN 160. Computer
and other devices may be coupled with the LAN 160 via
twisted pair wires, coaxial cable, fiber optics or other
wired or wireless media. As shown in Fig. 1, an exemplary
wireless personal digital assistant device ("PDA") 158,
such as a mobile telephone, tablet based compute de-
vice, or other wireless device, may communicate with the
LAN 160 and/or the Internet 162 via radio waves, such
as via WiFi, Bluetooth and/or a cellular telephone based
data communications protocol. PDA 158 may also com-
municate with exchange computer system 100 via a con-
ventional wireless hub 164.
[0088] Fig. 1 also shows the LAN 160 coupled with a
wide area network ("WAN") 162 which may be comprised
of one or more public or private wired or wireless net-
works. In one embodiment, the WAN 162 includes the
Internet 162. The LAN 160 may include a router to con-
nect LAN 160 to the Internet 162. Exemplary computer
device 156 is shown coupled directly to the Internet 162,
such as via a modem, DSL line, satellite dish or any other
device for connecting a computer device to the Internet
162 via a service provider therefore as is known. LAN
160 and/or WAN 162 may be the same as the network
220 shown in Fig. 2 and described with respect thereto.
[0089] Users of the exchange computer system 100
may include one or more market makers 166 which may
maintain a market by providing constant bid and offer
prices for a derivative or security to the exchange com-

puter system 100, such as via one of the exemplary com-
puter devices depicted. The exchange computer system
100 may also exchange information with other match or
trade engines, such as trade engine 170. One skilled in
the art will appreciate that numerous additional comput-
ers and systems may be coupled to exchange computer
system 100. Such computers and systems may include
clearing, regulatory and fee systems.
[0090] The operations of computer devices and sys-
tems shown in Fig. 1 may be controlled by computer-
executable instructions stored on a non-transitory com-
puter-readable medium. For example, the exemplary
computer device 152 may store computer-executable in-
structions for receiving order information from a user,
transmitting that order information to exchange computer
system 100 in electronic messages, extracting the order
information from the electronic messages, executing ac-
tions relating to the messages, and/or calculating values
from characteristics of the extracted order to facilitate
matching orders and executing trades. In another exam-
ple, the exemplary computer device 154 may include
computer-executable instructions for receiving market
data from exchange computer system 100 and displaying
that information to a user.
[0091] Numerous additional servers, computers,
handheld devices, personal digital assistants, tele-
phones and other devices may also be connected to ex-
change computer system 100. Moreover, one skilled in
the art will appreciate that the topology shown in Fig. 1
is merely an example and that the components shown in
Fig. 1 may include other components not shown and be
connected by numerous alternative topologies.
[0092] Referring now to Fig. 2, an illustrative embodi-
ment of a general computer system 200 is shown. The
computer system 200 can include a set of instructions
that can be executed to cause the computer system 200
to perform any one or more of the methods or computer
based functions disclosed herein. The computer system
200 may operate as a standalone device or may be con-
nected, e.g., using a network, to other computer systems
or peripheral devices. Any of the components discussed
herein, such as processor 202, may be a computer sys-
tem 200 or a component in the computer system 200.
The computer system 200 may be specifically configured
to implement a match engine, margin processing, pay-
ment or clearing function on behalf of an exchange, such
as the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, of which the dis-
closed embodiments are a component thereof.
[0093] In a networked deployment, the computer sys-
tem 200 may operate in the capacity of a server or as a
client user computer in a client-server user network en-
vironment, or as a peer computer system in a peer-to-
peer (or distributed) network environment. The computer
system 200 can also be implemented as or incorporated
into various devices, such as a personal computer (PC),
a tablet PC, a set-top box (STB), a personal digital as-
sistant (PDA), a mobile device, a palmtop computer, a
laptop computer, a desktop computer, a communications
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device, a wireless telephone, a land-line telephone, a
control system, a camera, a scanner, a facsimile ma-
chine, a printer, a pager, a personal trusted device, a
web appliance, a network router, switch or bridge, or any
other machine capable of executing a set of instructions
(sequential or otherwise) that specify actions to be taken
by that machine. In a particular embodiment, the com-
puter system 200 can be implemented using electronic
devices that provide voice, video or data communication.
Further, while a single computer system 200 is illustrated,
the term "system" shall also be taken to include any col-
lection of systems or sub-systems that individually or
jointly execute a set, or multiple sets, of instructions to
perform one or more computer functions.
[0094] As illustrated in Fig. 2, the computer system 200
may include a processor 202, e.g., a central processing
unit (CPU), a graphics processing unit (GPU), or both.
The processor 202 may be a component in a variety of
systems. For example, the processor 202 may be part
of a standard personal computer or a workstation. The
processor 202 may be one or more general processors,
digital signal processors, specifically configured proces-
sors, application specific integrated circuits, field pro-
grammable gate arrays, servers, networks, digital cir-
cuits, analog circuits, combinations thereof, or other now
known or later developed devices for analyzing and
processing data. The processor 202 may implement a
software program, such as code generated manually
(i.e., programmed).
[0095] The computer system 200 may include a mem-
ory 204 that can communicate via a bus 208. The memory
204 may be a main memory, a static memory, or a dy-
namic memory. The memory 204 may include, but is not
limited to, computer readable storage media such as var-
ious types of volatile and non-volatile storage media, in-
cluding but not limited to random access memory, read-
only memory, programmable read-only memory, electri-
cally programmable read-only memory, electrically eras-
able read-only memory, flash memory, magnetic tape or
disk, optical media and the like. In one embodiment, the
memory 204 includes a cache or random access memory
for the processor 202. In alternative embodiments, the
memory 204 is separate from the processor 202, such
as a cache memory of a processor, the system memory,
or other memory. The memory 204 may be an external
storage device or database for storing data. Examples
include a hard drive, compact disc ("CD"), digital video
disc ("DVD"), memory card, memory stick, floppy disc,
universal serial bus ("USB") memory device, or any other
device operative to store data. The memory 204 is oper-
able to store instructions executable by the processor
202. The functions, acts or tasks illustrated in the figures
or described herein may be performed by the pro-
grammed processor 202 executing the instructions 212
stored in the memory 204. The functions, acts or tasks
are independent of the particular type of instructions set,
storage media, processor or processing strategy and
may be performed by software, hardware, integrated cir-

cuits, firm-ware, micro-code and the like, operating alone
or in combination. Likewise, processing strategies may
include multiprocessing, multitasking, parallel process-
ing and the like.
[0096] As shown, the computer system 200 may fur-
ther include a display unit 214, such as a liquid crystal
display (LCD), an organic light emitting diode (OLED), a
flat panel display, a solid state display, a cathode ray
tube (CRT), a projector, a printer or other now known or
later developed display device for outputting determined
information. The display 214 may act as an interface for
the user to see the functioning of the processor 202, or
specifically as an interface with the software stored in the
memory 204 or in the drive unit 206.
[0097] Additionally, the computer system 200 may in-
clude an input device 216 configured to allow a user to
interact with any of the components of system 200. The
input device 216 may be a number pad, a keyboard, or
a cursor control device, such as a mouse, or a joystick,
touch screen display, remote control or any other device
operative to interact with the system 200.
[0098] In a particular embodiment, as depicted in Fig.
2, the computer system 200 may also include a disk or
optical drive unit 206. The disk drive unit 206 may include
a computer-readable medium 210 in which one or more
sets of instructions 212, e.g., software, can be embed-
ded. Further, the instructions 212 may embody one or
more of the methods or logic as described herein. In a
particular embodiment, the instructions 212 may reside
completely, or at least partially, within the memory 204
and/or within the processor 202 during execution by the
computer system 200. The memory 204 and the proces-
sor 202 also may include computer-readable media as
discussed herein.
[0099] The present disclosure contemplates a compu-
ter-readable medium that includes instructions 212 or re-
ceives and executes instructions 212 responsive to a
propagated signal, so that a device connected to a net-
work 220 can communicate voice, video, audio, images
or any other data over the network 220. Further, the in-
structions 212 may be transmitted or received over the
network 220 via a communication interface 218. The
communication interface 218 may be a part of the proc-
essor 202 or may be a separate component. The com-
munication interface 218 may be created in software or
may be a physical connection in hardware. The commu-
nication interface 218 is configured to connect with a net-
work 220, external media, the display 214, or any other
components in system 200, or combinations thereof. The
connection with the network 220 may be a physical con-
nection, such as a wired Ethernet connection or may be
established wirelessly. Likewise, the additional connec-
tions with other components of the system 200 may be
physical connections or may be established wirelessly.
[0100] The network 220 may include wired networks,
wireless networks, or combinations thereof. The wireless
network may be a cellular telephone network, an 802.11,
802.16, 802.20, or WiMax network. Further, the network
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220 may be a public network, such as the Internet, a
private network, such as an intranet, or combinations
thereof, and may utilize a variety of networking protocols
now available or later developed including, but not limited
to, TCP/IP based networking protocols.
[0101] Embodiments of the subject matter and the
functional operations described in this specification can
be implemented in digital electronic circuitry, or in com-
puter software, firmware, or hardware, including the
structures disclosed in this specification and their struc-
tural equivalents, or in combinations of one or more of
them. Embodiments of the subject matter described in
this specification can be implemented as one or more
computer program products, i.e., one or more modules
of computer program instructions encoded on a computer
readable medium for execution by, or to control the op-
eration of, data processing apparatus. While the compu-
ter-readable medium is shown to be a single medium,
the term "computer-readable medium" includes a single
medium or multiple media, such as a centralized or dis-
tributed database, and/or associated caches and servers
that store one or more sets of instructions. The term "com-
puter-readable medium" shall also include any medium
that is capable of storing, encoding or carrying a set of
instructions for execution by a processor or that cause a
computer system to perform any one or more of the meth-
ods or operations disclosed herein. The computer read-
able medium can be a machine-readable storage device,
a machine-readable storage substrate, a memory de-
vice, or a combination of one or more of them. The term
"data processing apparatus" encompasses all appara-
tus, devices, and machines for processing data, including
by way of example a programmable processor, a com-
puter, or multiple processors or computers. The appara-
tus can include, in addition to hardware, code that creates
an execution environment for the computer program in
question, e.g., code that constitutes processor firmware,
a protocol stack, a database management system, an
operating system, or a combination of one or more of
them.
[0102] In a particular non-limiting, exemplary embodi-
ment, the computer-readable medium can include a sol-
id-state memory such as a memory card or other package
that houses one or more non-volatile read-only memo-
ries. Further, the computer-readable medium can be a
random access memory or other volatile re-writable
memory. Additionally, the computer-readable medium
can include a magneto-optical or optical medium, such
as a disk or tapes or other storage device to capture
carrier wave signals such as a signal communicated over
a transmission medium. A digital file attachment to an e-
mail or other self-contained information archive or set of
archives may be considered a distribution medium that
is a tangible storage medium. Accordingly, the disclosure
is considered to include any one or more of a computer-
readable medium or a distribution medium and other
equivalents and successor media, in which data or in-
structions may be stored.

[0103] In an alternative embodiment, dedicated or oth-
erwise specifically configured hardware implementa-
tions, such as application specific integrated circuits, pro-
grammable logic arrays and other hardware devices, can
be constructed to implement one or more of the methods
described herein. Applications that may include the ap-
paratus and systems of various embodiments can broad-
ly include a variety of electronic and computer systems.
One or more embodiments described herein may imple-
ment functions using two or more specific interconnected
hardware modules or devices with related control and
data signals that can be communicated between and
through the modules, or as portions of an application-
specific integrated circuit. Accordingly, the present sys-
tem encompasses software, firmware, and hardware im-
plementations.
[0104] In accordance with various embodiments of the
present disclosure, the methods described herein may
be implemented by software programs executable by a
computer system. Further, in an exemplary, non-limited
embodiment, implementations can include distributed
processing, component/object distributed processing,
and parallel processing. Alternatively, virtual computer
system processing can be constructed to implement one
or more of the methods or functionality as described here-
in.
[0105] Although the present specification describes
components and functions that may be implemented in
particular embodiments with reference to particular
standards and protocols, the invention is not limited to
such standards and protocols. For example, standards
for Internet and other packet switched network transmis-
sion (e.g., TCP/IP, UDP/IP, HTML, HTTP, HTTPS) rep-
resent examples of the state of the art. Such standards
are periodically superseded by faster or more efficient
equivalents having essentially the same functions. Ac-
cordingly, replacement standards and protocols having
the same or similar functions as those disclosed herein
are considered equivalents thereof.
[0106] A computer program (also known as a program,
software, software application, script, or code) can be
written in any form of programming language, including
compiled or interpreted languages, and it can be de-
ployed in any form, including as a standalone program
or as a module, component, subroutine, or other unit suit-
able for use in a computing environment. A computer
program does not necessarily correspond to a file in a
file system. A program can be stored in a portion of a file
that holds other programs or data (e.g., one or more
scripts stored in a markup language document), in a sin-
gle file dedicated to the program in question, or in multiple
coordinated files (e.g., files that store one or more mod-
ules, sub programs, or portions of code). A computer
program can be deployed to be executed on one com-
puter or on multiple computers that are located at one
site or distributed across multiple sites and interconnect-
ed by a communication network.
[0107] The processes and logic flows described in this
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specification can be performed by one or more program-
mable processors executing one or more computer pro-
grams to perform functions by operating on input data
and generating output. The processes and logic flows
can also be performed by, and apparatus can also be
implemented as, special purpose logic circuitry, e.g., an
FPGA (field programmable gate array) or an ASIC (ap-
plication specific integrated circuit).
[0108] Processors suitable for the execution of a com-
puter program include, by way of example, both general
and special purpose microprocessors, and anyone or
more processors of any kind of digital computer. Gener-
ally, a processor will receive instructions and data from
a read only memory or a random access memory or both.
The essential elements of a computer are a processor
for performing instructions and one or more memory de-
vices for storing instructions and data. Generally, a com-
puter will also include, or be operatively coupled to re-
ceive data from or transfer data to, or both, one or more
mass storage devices for storing data, e.g., magnetic,
magneto optical disks, or optical disks. However, a com-
puter need not have such devices. Moreover, a computer
can be embedded in another device, e.g., a mobile tele-
phone, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a mobile audio
player, a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, to
name just a few. Computer readable media suitable for
storing computer program instructions and data include
all forms of non-volatile memory, media and memory de-
vices, including by way of example semiconductor mem-
ory devices, e.g., EPROM, EEPROM, and flash memory
devices; magnetic disks, e.g., internal hard disks or re-
movable disks; magneto optical disks; and CD ROM and
DVD-ROM disks. The processor and the memory can be
supplemented by, or incorporated in, special purpose
logic circuitry.
[0109] As used herein, the terms "microprocessor" or
"general-purpose processor" ("GPP") may refer to a
hardware device that fetches instructions and data from
a memory or storage device and executes those instruc-
tions (for example, an Intel Xeon processor or an AMD
Opteron processor) to then, for example, process the da-
ta in accordance therewith. The term "reconfigurable log-
ic" may refer to any logic technology whose form and
function can be significantly altered (i.e., reconfigured)
in the field post-manufacture as opposed to a microproc-
essor, whose function can change post-manufacture,
e.g. via computer executable software code, but whose
form, e.g. the arrangement/layout and interconnection of
logical structures, is fixed at manufacture. The term "soft-
ware" may refer to data processing functionality that is
deployed on a GPP. The term "firmware" may refer to
data processing functionality that is deployed on recon-
figurable logic. One example of a reconfigurable logic is
a field programmable gate array ("FPGA") which is a
reconfigurable integrated circuit. An FPGA may contain
programmable logic components called "logic blocks",
and a hierarchy of reconfigurable interconnects that allow
the blocks to be "wired together", somewhat like many

(changeable) logic gates that can be inter-wired in (many)
different configurations. Logic blocks may be configured
to perform complex combinatorial functions, or merely
simple logic gates like AND, OR, NOT and XOR. An FP-
GA may further include memory elements, which may be
simple flip-flops or more complete blocks of memory.
[0110] To provide for interaction with a user, embodi-
ments of the subject matter described in this specification
can be implemented on a device having a display, e.g.,
a CRT (cathode ray tube) or LCD (liquid crystal display)
monitor, for displaying information to the user and a key-
board and a pointing device, e.g., a mouse or a trackball,
by which the user can provide input to the computer. Oth-
er kinds of devices can be used to provide for interaction
with a user as well. Feedback provided to the user can
be any form of sensory feedback, e.g., visual feedback,
auditory feedback, or tactile feedback. Input from the user
can be received in any form, including acoustic, speech,
or tactile input.
[0111] Embodiments of the subject matter described
in this specification can be implemented in a computing
system that includes a back end component, e.g., a data
server, or that includes a middleware component, e.g.,
an application server, or that includes a front end com-
ponent, e.g., a client computer having a graphical user
interface or a Web browser through which a user can
interact with an implementation of the subject matter de-
scribed in this specification, or any combination of one
or more such back end, middleware, or front end com-
ponents. The components of the system can be intercon-
nected by any form or medium of digital data communi-
cation, e.g., a communication network. Examples of com-
munication networks include a local area network ("LAN")
and a wide area network ("WAN"), e.g., the Internet.
[0112] The computing system can include clients and
servers. A client and server are generally remote from
each other and typically interact through a communica-
tion network. The relationship of client and server arises
by virtue of computer programs running on the respective
computers and having a client-server relationship to each
other.
[0113] It should be appreciated that the disclosed em-
bodiments may be applicable to other types of messages
depending upon the implementation. Further, the mes-
sages may comprise one or more data packets, data-
grams or other collection of data formatted, arranged
configured and/or packaged in a particular one or more
protocols, e.g., the FIX protocol, TCP/IP, Ethernet, etc.,
suitable for transmission via a network 214 as was de-
scribed, such as the message format and/or protocols
described in U.S. Patent No. 7,831,491 and U.S. Patent
Publication No. 2005/0096999 A1, both of which are in-
corporated by reference herein in their entireties and re-
lied upon. Further, the disclosed message management
system may be implemented using an open message
standard implementation, such as FIX, FIX Binary,
FIX/FAST, or by an exchange-provided API.
[0114] The embodiments described herein may utilize
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trade related electronic messages such as mass quote
messages, individual order messages, modification mes-
sages, cancellation messages, etc., so as to enact trad-
ing activity in an electronic market. The trading entity
and/or market participant may have one or multiple trad-
ing terminals associated with the session. Furthermore,
the financial instruments may be financial derivative
products. Derivative products may include futures con-
tracts, options on futures contracts, futures contracts that
are functions of or related to other futures contracts,
swaps, swaptions, or other financial instruments that
have their price related to or derived from an underlying
product, security, commodity, equity, index, or interest
rate product. In one embodiment, the orders are for op-
tions contracts that belong to a common option class.
Orders may also be for baskets, quadrants, other com-
binations of financial instruments, etc. The option con-
tracts may have a plurality of strike prices and/or com-
prise put and call contracts. A mass quote message may
be received at an exchange. As used herein, an ex-
change computing system 100 includes a place or sys-
tem that receives and/or executes orders.
[0115] In an embodiment, a plurality of electronic mes-
sages is received from the network. The plurality of elec-
tronic messages may be received at a network interface
for the electronic trading system. The plurality of elec-
tronic messages may be sent from market participants.
The plurality of messages may include order character-
istics and be associated with actions to be executed with
respect to an order that may be extracted from the order
characteristics. The action may involve any action as as-
sociated with transacting the order in an electronic trad-
ing system. The actions may involve placing the orders
within a particular market and/or order book of a market
in the electronic trading system.
[0116] In an embodiment, an incoming transaction
may be received. The incoming transaction may be from,
and therefore associated with, a market participant of an
electronic market managed by an electronic trading sys-
tem. The transaction may involve an order as extracted
from a received message, and may have an associated
action. The actions may involve placing an order to buy
or sell a financial product in the electronic market, or mod-
ifying or deleting such an order. In an embodiment, the
financial product may be based on an associated finan-
cial instrument which the electronic market is established
to trade.
[0117] In an embodiment, the action associated with
the transaction is determined. For example, it may be
determined whether the incoming transaction comprises
an order to buy or sell a quantity of the associated finan-
cial instrument or an order to modify or cancel an existing
order in the electronic market. Orders to buy or sell and
orders to modify or cancel may be acted upon differently
by the electronic market. For example, data indicative of
different characteristics of the types of orders may be
stored.
[0118] In an embodiment, data relating to the received

transaction is stored. The data may be stored in any de-
vice, or using any technique, operable to store and pro-
vide recovery of data. For example, a memory 204 or
computer readable medium 210, may be used to store
data, as is described with respect to Fig. 2 in further detail
herein. Data may be stored relating received transactions
for a period of time, indefinitely, or for a rolling most recent
time period such that the stored data is indicative of the
market participant’s recent activity in the electronic mar-
ket.
[0119] If and/or when a transaction is determined to be
an order to modify or cancel a previously placed, or ex-
isting, order, data indicative of these actions may be
stored. For example, data indicative of a running count
of a number or frequency of the receipt of modify or cancel
orders from the market participant may be stored. A
number may be a total number of modify or cancel orders
received from the market participant, or a number of mod-
ify or cancel orders received from the market participant
over a specified time. A frequency may be a time based
frequency, as in a number of cancel or modify orders per
unit of time, or a number of cancel or modify orders re-
ceived from the market participant as a percentage of
total transactions received from the participant, which
may or may not be limited by a specified length of time.
[0120] If and/or when a transaction is determined to be
an order to buy or sell a financial product, or financial
instrument, other indicative data may be stored. For ex-
ample, data indicative of quantity and associated price
of the order to buy or sell may be stored.
[0121] Data indicative of attempts to match incoming
orders may also be stored. The data may be stored in
any device, or using any technique, operable to store and
provide recovery of data. For example, a memory 204 or
computer readable medium 210, may be used to store
data, as is described with respect to Fig. 2. The acts of
the process as described herein may also be repeated.
As such, data for multiple received transactions for mul-
tiple market participants may be stored and used as de-
scribe herein.
[0122] The order processing module 118 may also
store data indicative of characteristics of the extracted
orders. For example, the order processing module may
store data indicative of orders having an associated mod-
ify or cancel action, such as by recording a count of the
number of such orders associated with particular market
participants. The order processing module may also
store data indicative of quantities and associated prices
of orders to buy or sell a product placed in the market
order book 110, as associated with particular market par-
ticipants.
[0123] Also, the order processing module 118 may be
configured to calculate and associate with particular or-
ders a value indicative of an associated market partici-
pant’s market activity quality, which is a value indicative
of whether the market participant’s market activity in-
creases or tends to increase liquidity of a market. This
value may be determined based on the price of the par-
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ticular order, previously stored quantities of orders from
the associated market participant, the previously stored
data indicative of previously received orders to modify or
cancel as associated with the market participant, and pre-
viously stored data indicative of a result of the attempt to
match previously received orders stored in association
with the market participant. The order processing module
118 may determine or otherwise calculate scores indic-
ative of the quality value based on these stored extracted
order characteristics, such as an MQI as described here-
in.
[0124] Further, electronic trading systems may per-
form actions on orders placed from received messages
based on various characteristics of the messages and/or
market participants associated with the messages.
These actions may include matching the orders either
during a continuous auction process, or at the conclusion
of a collection period during a batch auction process. The
matching of orders may be by any technique.
[0125] The matching of orders may occur based on a
priority indicated by the characteristics of orders and mar-
ket participants associated with the orders. Orders hav-
ing a higher priority may be matched before orders of a
lower priority. Such priority may be determined using var-
ious techniques. For example, orders that were indicated
by messages received earlier may receive a higher pri-
ority to match than orders that were indicated by mes-
sages received later. Also, scoring or grading of the char-
acteristics may provide for priority determination. Data
indicative of order matches may be stored by a match
engine and/or an order processing module 118, and used
for determining MQI scores of market participants.

EXAMPLE USERS

[0126] Generally, a market may involve market mak-
ers, such as market participants who consistently provide
bids and/or offers at specific prices in a manner typically
conducive to balancing risk, and market takers who may
be willing to execute transactions at prevailing bids or
offers may be characterized by more aggressive actions
so as to maintain risk and/or exposure as a speculative
investment strategy. From an alternate perspective, a
market maker may be considered a market participant
who places an order to sell at a price at which there is
no previously or concurrently provided counter order.
Similarly, a market taker may be considered a market
participant who places an order to buy at a price at which
there is a previously or concurrently provided counter
order. A balanced and efficient market may involve both
market makers and market takers, coexisting in a mutu-
ally beneficial basis. The mutual existence, when func-
tioning properly, may facilitate liquidity in the market such
that a market may exist with "tight" bid-ask spreads (e.g.,
small difference between bid and ask prices) and a
"deep" volume from many currently provided orders such
that large quantity orders may be executed without driv-
ing prices significantly higher or lower.

[0127] As such, both market participant types are use-
ful in generating liquidity in a market, but specific char-
acteristics of market activity taken by market participants
may provide an indication of a particular market partici-
pant’s effect on market liquidity. For example, a Market
Quality Index ("MQI") of an order may be determined us-
ing the characteristics. An MQI may be considered a val-
ue indicating a likelihood that a particular order will im-
prove or facilitate liquidity in a market. That is, the value
may indicate a likelihood that the order will increase a
probability that subsequent requests and transaction
from other market participants will be satisfied. As such,
an MQI may be determined based on a proximity of the
entered price of an order to a midpoint of a current bid-
ask price spread, a size of the entered order, a volume
or quantity of previously filled orders of the market par-
ticipant associated with the order, and/or a frequency of
modifications to previous orders of the market participant
associated with the order. In this way, an electronic trad-
ing system may function to assess and/or assign an MQI
to received electronic messages to establish messages
that have a higher value to the system, and thus the sys-
tem may use computing resources more efficiently by
expending resources to match orders of the higher value
messages prior to expending resources of lower value
messages.
[0128] While an MQI may be applied to any or all mar-
ket participants, such an index may also be applied only
to a subset thereof, such as large market participants, or
market participants whose market activity as measured
in terms of average daily message traffic over a limited
historical time period exceeds a specified number. For
example, a market participant generating more than 500,
1,000, or even 10,000 market messages per day may be
considered a large market participant.
[0129] An exchange provides one or more markets for
the purchase and sale of various types of products in-
cluding financial instruments such as stocks, bonds, fu-
tures contracts, options, currency, cash, and other similar
instruments. Agricultural products and commodities are
also examples of products traded on such exchanges. A
futures contract is a product that is a contract for the
future delivery of another financial instrument such as a
quantity of grains, metals, oils, bonds, currency, or cash.
Generally, each exchange establishes a specification for
each market provided thereby that defines at least the
product traded in the market, minimum quantities that
must be traded, and minimum changes in price (e.g., tick
size). For some types of products (e.g., futures or op-
tions), the specification further defines a quantity of the
underlying product represented by one unit (or lot) of the
product, and delivery and expiration dates. As will be
described, the exchange may further define the matching
algorithm, or rules, by which incoming orders will be
matched/allocated to resting orders.
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MATCHING AND TRANSACTION PROCESSING

[0130] Market participants, e.g., traders, use software
to send orders or messages to the trading platform. The
order identifies the product, the quantity of the product
the trader wishes to trade, a price at which the trader
wishes to trade the product, and a direction of the order
(i.e., whether the order is a bid, i.e., an offer to buy, or
an ask, i.e., an offer to sell). It will be appreciated that
there may be other order types or messages that traders
can send including requests to modify or cancel a previ-
ously submitted order.
[0131] The exchange computer system monitors in-
coming orders received thereby and attempts to identify,
i.e., match or allocate, as described herein, one or more
previously received, but not yet matched, orders, i.e., limit
orders to buy or sell a given quantity at a given price,
referred to as "resting" orders, stored in an order book
database, wherein each identified order is contra to the
incoming order and has a favorable price relative to the
incoming order. An incoming order may be an "aggres-
sor" order, i.e., a market order to sell a given quantity at
whatever may be the current resting bid order price(s) or
a market order to buy a given quantity at whatever may
be the current resting ask order price(s). An incoming
order may be a "market making" order, i.e., a market
order to buy or sell at a price for which there are currently
no resting orders. In particular, if the incoming order is a
bid, i.e., an offer to buy, then the identified order(s) will
be an ask, i.e., an offer to sell, at a price that is identical
to or higher than the bid price. Similarly, if the incoming
order is an ask, i.e., an offer to sell, the identified order(s)
will be a bid, i.e., an offer to buy, at a price that is identical
to or lower than the offer price.
[0132] An exchange computing system may receive
conditional orders or messages for a data object, where
the order may include two prices or values: a reference
value and a stop value. A conditional order may be con-
figured so that when a product represented by the data
object trades at the reference price, the stop order is ac-
tivated at the stop value. For example, if the exchange
computing system’s order management module includes
a stop order with a stop price of 5 and a limit price of 1
for a product, and a trade at 5 (i.e., the stop price of the
stop order) occurs, then the exchange computing system
attempts to trade at 1 (i.e., the limit price of the stop order).
In other words, a stop order is a conditional order to trade
(or execute) at the limit price that is triggered (or elected)
when a trade at the stop price occurs.
[0133] Stop orders also rest on, or are maintained in,
an order book to monitor for a trade at the stop price,
which triggers an attempted trade at the limit price. In
some embodiments, a triggered limit price for a stop order
may be treated as an incoming order.
[0134] Upon identification (matching) of a contra or-
der(s), a minimum of the quantities associated with the
identified order and the incoming order is matched and
that quantity of each of the identified and incoming orders

become two halves of a matched trade that is sent to a
clearing house. The exchange computer system consid-
ers each identified order in this manner until either all of
the identified orders have been considered or all of the
quantity associated with the incoming order has been
matched, i.e., the order has been filled. If any quantity of
the incoming order remains, an entry may be created in
the order book database and information regarding the
incoming order is recorded therein, i.e., a resting order
is placed on the order book for the remaining quantity to
await a subsequent incoming order counter thereto.
[0135] It should be appreciated that in electronic trad-
ing systems implemented via an exchange computing
system, a trade price (or match value) may differ from
(i.e., be better for the submitter, e.g., lower than a sub-
mitted buy price or higher than a submitted sell price) the
limit price that is submitted, e.g., a price included in an
incoming message, or a triggered limit price from a stop
order.
[0136] As used herein, "better" than a reference value
means lower than the reference value if the transaction
is a purchase (or acquire) transaction, and higher than
the reference value if the transaction is a sell transaction.
Said another way, for purchase (or acquire) transactions,
lower values are better, and for relinquish or sell trans-
actions, higher values are better.
[0137] Traders access the markets on a trading plat-
form using trading software that receives and displays at
least a portion of the order book for a market, i.e., at least
a portion of the currently resting orders, enables a trader
to provide parameters for an order for the product traded
in the market, and transmits the order to the exchange
computer system. The trading software typically includes
a graphical user interface to display at least a price and
quantity of some of the entries in the order book associ-
ated with the market. The number of entries of the order
book displayed is generally preconfigured by the trading
software, limited by the exchange computer system, or
customized by the user. Some graphical user interfaces
display order books of multiple markets of one or more
trading platforms. The trader may be an individual who
trades on his/her behalf, a broker trading on behalf of
another person or entity, a group, or an entity. Further-
more, the trader may be a system that automatically gen-
erates and submits orders.
[0138] If the exchange computer system identifies that
an incoming market order may be filled by a combination
of multiple resting orders, e.g., the resting order at the
best price only partially fills the incoming order, the ex-
change computer system may allocate the remaining
quantity of the incoming, i.e., that which was not filled by
the resting order at the best price, among such identified
orders in accordance with prioritization and allocation
rules/algorithms, referred to as "allocation algorithms" or
"matching algorithms," as, for example, may be defined
in the specification of the particular financial product or
defined by the exchange for multiple financial products.
Similarly, if the exchange computer system identifies
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multiple orders contra to the incoming limit order and that
have an identical price which is favorable to the price of
the incoming order, i.e., the price is equal to or better,
e.g., lower if the incoming order is a buy (or instruction
to purchase, or instruction to acquire) or higher if the in-
coming order is a sell (or instruction to relinquish), than
the price of the incoming order, the exchange computer
system may allocate the quantity of the incoming order
among such identified orders in accordance with the
matching algorithms as, for example, may be defined in
the specification of the particular financial product or de-
fined by the exchange for multiple financial products.
[0139] An exchange responds to inputs, such as trader
orders, cancellation, etc., in a manner as expected by
the market participants, such as based on market data,
e.g., prices, available counter-orders, etc., to provide an
expected level of certainty that transactions will occur in
a consistent and predictable manner and without un-
known or unascertainable risks. Accordingly, the method
by which incoming orders are matched with resting or-
ders must be defined so that market participants have
an expectation of what the result will be when they place
an order or have resting orders and an incoming order
is received, even if the expected result is, in fact, at least
partially unpredictable due to some component of the
process being random or arbitrary or due to market par-
ticipants having imperfect or less than all information,
e.g., unknown position of an order in an order book. Typ-
ically, the exchange defines the matching/allocation al-
gorithm that will be used for a particular financial product,
with or without input from the market participants. Once
defined for a particular product, the matching/allocation
algorithm is typically not altered, except in limited circum-
stance, such as to correct errors or improve operation,
so as not to disrupt trader expectations. It will be appre-
ciated that different products offered by a particular ex-
change may use different matching algorithms.
[0140] For example, a first-in/first-out (FIFO) matching
algorithm, also referred to as a "Price Time" algorithm,
considers each identified order sequentially in accord-
ance with when the identified order was received. The
quantity of the incoming order is matched to the quantity
of the identified order at the best price received earliest,
then quantities of the next earliest best price orders, and
so on until the quantity of the incoming order is exhaust-
ed. Some product specifications define the use of a pro-
rata matching algorithm, wherein a quantity of an incom-
ing order is allocated to each of plurality of identified or-
ders proportionally. Some exchange computer systems
provide a priority to certain standing orders in particular
markets. An example of such an order is the first order
that improves a price (i.e., improves the market) for the
product during a trading session. To be given priority, the
trading platform may require that the quantity associated
with the order is at least a minimum quantity. Further,
some exchange computer systems cap the quantity of
an incoming order that is allocated to a standing order
on the basis of a priority for certain markets. In addition,

some exchange computer systems may give a prefer-
ence to orders submitted by a trader who is designated
as a market maker for the product. Other exchange com-
puter systems may use other criteria to determine wheth-
er orders submitted by a particular trader are given a
preference. Typically, when the exchange computer sys-
tem allocates a quantity of an incoming order to a plurality
of identified orders at the same price, the trading host
allocates a quantity of the incoming order to any orders
that have been given priority. The exchange computer
system thereafter allocates any remaining quantity of the
incoming order to orders submitted by traders designated
to have a preference, and then allocates any still remain-
ing quantity of the incoming order using the FIFO or pro-
rata algorithms. Pro-rata algorithms used in some mar-
kets may require that an allocation provided to a particular
order in accordance with the pro-rata algorithm must
meet at least a minimum allocation quantity. Any orders
that do not meet or exceed the minimum allocation quan-
tity are allocated to on a FIFO basis after the pro-rata
allocation (if any quantity of the incoming order remains).
More information regarding order allocation may be
found in U.S. Patent No. 7,853,499, the entirety of which
is incorporated by reference herein and relied upon.
[0141] Other examples of matching algorithms which
may be defined for allocation of orders of a particular
financial product include: Price Explicit Time; Order Level
Pro Rata; Order Level Priority Pro Rata; Preference Price
Explicit Time; Preference Order Level Pro Rata; Prefer-
ence Order Level Priority Pro Rata; Threshold Pro-Rata;
Priority Threshold Pro-Rata; Preference Threshold Pro-
Rata; Priority Preference Threshold Pro-Rata; and Split
Price-Time Pro-Rata, which are described in U.S. Patent
Application Serial No. 13/534,499, filed on Jun. 27, 2012,
entitled "Multiple Trade Matching Algorithms," published
as U.S. Patent Application Publication No.
2014/0006243 A1, the entirety of which is incorporated
by reference herein and relied upon.
[0142] With respect to incoming orders, some traders,
such as automated and/or algorithmic traders, attempt
to respond to market events, such as to capitalize upon
a mispriced resting order or other market inefficiency, as
quickly as possible. This may result in penalizing the trad-
er who makes an errant trade, or whose underlying trad-
ing motivations have changed, and who cannot otherwise
modify or cancel their order faster than other traders can
submit trades there against. It may considered that an
electronic trading system that rewards the trader who
submits their order first creates an incentive to either in-
vest substantial capital in faster trading systems, partic-
ipate in the market substantially to capitalize on oppor-
tunities (aggressor side/lower risk trading) as opposed
to creating new opportunities (market making/higher risk
trading), modify existing systems to streamline business
logic at the cost of trade quality, or reduce one’s activities
and exposure in the market. The result may be a lesser
quality market and/or reduced transaction volume, and
corresponding thereto, reduced fees to the exchange.
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[0143] With respect to resting orders, alloca-
tion/matching suitable resting orders to match against an
incoming order can be performed, as described herein,
in many different ways. Generally, it will be appreciated
that allocation/matching algorithms are only needed
when the incoming order quantity is less than the total
quantity of the suitable resting orders as, only in this sit-
uation, is it necessary to decide which resting order(s)
will not be fully satisfied, which trader(s) will not get their
orders filled. It can be seen from the above descriptions
of the matching/allocation algorithms, that they fall gen-
erally into three categories: time priority/first-in-first-out
("FIFO"), pro rata, or a hybrid of FIFO and pro rata.
[0144] FIFO generally rewards the first trader to place
an order at a particular price and maintains this reward
indefinitely. So if a trader is the first to place an order at
price X, no matter how long that order rests and no matter
how many orders may follow at the same price, as soon
as a suitable incoming order is received, that first trader
will be matched first. This "first mover" system may com-
mit other traders to positions in the queue after the first
move traders. Furthermore, while it may be beneficial to
give priority to a trader who is first to place an order at a
given price because that trader is, in effect, taking a risk,
the longer that the trader’s order rests, the less beneficial
it may be. For instance, it could deter other traders from
adding liquidity to the marketplace at that price because
they know the first mover (and potentially others) already
occupies the front of the queue.
[0145] With a pro rata allocation, incoming orders are
effectively split among suitable resting orders. This pro-
vides a sense of fairness in that everyone may get some
of their order filled. However, a trader who took a risk by
being first to place an order (a "market turning" order) at
a price may end up having to share an incoming order
with a much later submitted order. Furthermore, as a pro
rata allocation distributes the incoming order according
to a proportion based on the resting order quantities, trad-
ers may place orders for large quantities, which they are
willing to trade but may not necessarily want to trade, in
order to increase the proportion of an incoming order that
they will receive. This results in an escalation of quantities
on the order book and exposes a trader to a risk that
someone may trade against one of these orders and sub-
ject the trader to a larger trade than they intended. In the
typical case, once an incoming order is allocated against
these large resting orders, the traders subsequently can-
cel the remaining resting quantity which may frustrate
other traders. Accordingly, as FIFO and pro rata both
have benefits and problems, exchanges may try to use
hybrid allocation/matching algorithms which attempt to
balance these benefits and problems by combining FIFO
and pro rata in some manner. However, hybrid systems
define conditions or fixed rules to determine when FIFO
should be used and when pro rata should be used. For
example, a fixed percentage of an incoming order may
be allocated using a FIFO mechanism with the remainder
being allocated pro rata.

SPREAD INSTRUMENTS

[0146] Traders trading on an exchange including, for
example, exchange computer system 100, often desire
to trade multiple financial instruments in combination.
Each component of the combination may be called a leg.
Traders can submit orders for individual legs or in some
cases can submit a single order for multiple financial in-
struments in an exchange-defined combination. Such or-
ders may be called a strategy order, a spread order, or
a variety of other names.
[0147] A spread instrument may involve the simulta-
neous purchase of one security and sale of a related
security, called legs, as a unit. The legs of a spread in-
strument may be options or futures contracts, or combi-
nations of the two. Trades in spread instruments are ex-
ecuted to yield an overall net position whose value, called
the spread, depends on the difference between the prices
of the legs. Spread instruments may be traded in an at-
tempt to profit from the widening or narrowing of the
spread, rather than from movement in the prices of the
legs directly. Spread instruments are either "bought" or
"sold" depending on whether the trade will profit from the
widening or narrowing of the spread, respectively. An
exchange often supports trading of common spreads as
a unit rather than as individual legs, thus ensuring simul-
taneous execution of the two legs, eliminating the exe-
cution risk of one leg executing but the other failing.
[0148] One example of a spread instrument is a cal-
endar spread instrument. The legs of a calendar spread
instrument differ in delivery date of the underlier. The leg
with the earlier occurring delivery date is often referred
to as the lead month contract. A leg with a later occurring
delivery date is often referred to as a deferred month
contract. Another example of a spread instrument is a
butterfly spread instrument, which includes three legs
having different delivery dates. The delivery dates of the
legs may be equidistant to each other. The counterparty
orders that are matched against such a combination or-
der may be individual, "outright" orders or may be part of
other combination orders.
[0149] In other words, an exchange may receive, and
hold or let rest on the books, outright orders for individual
contracts as well as outright orders for spreads associ-
ated with the individual contracts. An outright order (for
either a contract or for a spread) may include an outright
bid or an outright offer, although some outright orders
may bundle many bids or offers into one message (often
called a mass quote).
[0150] A spread is an order for the price difference be-
tween two contracts. This results in the trader holding a
long and a short position in two or more related futures
or options on futures contracts, with the objective of prof-
iting from a change in the price relationship. A typical
spread product includes multiple legs, each of which may
include one or more underlying financial instruments. A
butterfly spread product, for example, may include three
legs. The first leg may consist of buying a first contract.
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The second leg may consist of selling two of a second
contract. The third leg may consist of buying a third con-
tract. The price of a butterfly spread product may be cal-
culated as: 

[0151] In the above equation, Leg1 equals the price of
the first contract, Leg2 equals the price of the second
contract and Leg3 equals the price of the third contract.
Thus, a butterfly spread could be assembled from two
inter-delivery spreads in opposite directions with the
center delivery month common to both spreads.
[0152] A calendar spread, also called an intra-com-
modity spread, for futures is an order for the simultaneous
purchase and sale of the same futures contract in differ-
ent contract months (i.e., buying a September CME S&P
500® futures contract and selling a December CME S&P
500 futures contract).
[0153] A crush spread is an order, usually in the soy-
bean futures market, for the simultaneous purchase of
soybean futures and the sale of soybean meal and soy-
bean oil futures to establish a processing margin. A crack
spread is an order for a specific spread trade involving
simultaneously buying and selling contracts in crude oil
and one or more derivative products, typically gasoline
and heating oil. Oil refineries may trade a crack spread
to hedge the price risk of their operations, while specu-
lators attempt to profit from a change in the oil/gasoline
price differential.
[0154] A straddle is an order for the purchase or sale
of an equal number of puts and calls, with the same strike
price and expiration dates. A long straddle is a straddle
in which a long position is taken in both a put and a call
option. A short straddle is a straddle in which a short
position is taken in both a put and a call option. A strangle
is an order for the purchase of a put and a call, in which
the options have the same expiration and the put strike
is lower than the call strike, called a long strangle. A stran-
gle may also be the sale of a put and a call, in which the
options have the same expiration and the put strike is
lower than the call strike, called a short strangle. A pack
is an order for the simultaneous purchase or sale of an
equally weighted, consecutive series of four futures con-
tracts, quoted on an average net change basis from the
previous day’s settlement price. Packs provide a readily
available, widely accepted method for executing multiple
futures contracts with a single transaction. A bundle is
an order for the simultaneous sale or purchase of one
each of a series of consecutive futures contracts. Bun-
dles provide a readily available, widely accepted method
for executing multiple futures contracts with a single
transaction.

IMPLICATION

[0155] Thus an exchange may match outright orders,
such as individual contracts or spread orders (which as
discussed herein could include multiple individual con-
tracts). The exchange may also imply orders from out-
right orders. For example, exchange computer system
100 may derive, identify and/or advertise, publish, display
or otherwise make available for trading orders based on
outright orders.
[0156] As was described above, the financial instru-
ments which are the subject of the orders to trade, may
include one or more component financial instruments.
While each financial instrument may have its own order
book, i.e. market, in which it may be traded, in the case
of a financial instrument having more than one compo-
nent financial instrument, those component financial in-
struments may further have their own order books in
which they may be traded. Accordingly, when an order
for a financial instrument is received, it may be matched
against a suitable counter order in its own order book or,
possibly, against a combination of suitable counter or-
ders in the order books the component financial instru-
ments thereof, or which share a common component fi-
nancial instrument. For example, an order for a spread
contract comprising component financial instruments A
and B may be matched against another suitable order
for that spread contract. However, it may also be matched
against suitable separate counter orders for the A and
for the B component financial instruments found in the
order books therefore. Similarly, if an order for the A con-
tract is received and suitable match cannot be found in
the A order book, it may be possible to match order for
A against a combination of a suitable counter order for a
spread contract comprising the A and B component fi-
nancial instruments and a suitable counter order for the
B component financial instrument. This is referred to as
"implication" where a given order for a financial instru-
ment may be matched via a combination of suitable coun-
ter orders for financial instruments which share common,
or otherwise interdependent, component financial instru-
ments. Implication increases the liquidity of the market
by providing additional opportunities for orders to be trad-
ed. Increasing the number of transactions may further
increase the number of transaction fees collected by the
electronic trading system.
[0157] The order for a particular financial instrument
actually received from a market participant, whether it
comprises one or more component financial instruments,
is referred to as a "real" or "outright" order, or simply as
an outright. The one or more orders which must be syn-
thesized and submitted into order books other than the
order book for the outright order in order to create match-
es therein, are referred to as "implied" orders. Upon re-
ceipt of an incoming order, the identification or derivation
of suitable implied orders which would allow at least a
partial trade of the incoming outright order to be executed
is referred to as "implication" or "implied matching", the
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identified orders being referred to as an "implied match."
Depending on the number component financial instru-
ments involved, and whether those component financial
instruments further comprise component financial instru-
ments of their own, there may be numerous different im-
plied matches identified which would allow the incoming
order to be at least partially matched and mechanisms
may be provided to arbitrate, e.g., automatically, among
them, such as by picking the implied match comprising
the least number of component financial instruments or
the least number of synthesized orders.
[0158] Upon receipt of an incoming order, or thereafter,
a combination of one or more suitable/hypothetical coun-
ter orders which have not actually been received but if
they were received, would allow at least a partial trade
of the incoming order to be executed, may be, e.g., au-
tomatically, identified or derived and referred to as an
"implied opportunity." As with implied matches, there may
be numerous implied opportunities identified for a given
incoming order. Implied opportunities are advertised to
the market participants, such as via suitable synthetic
orders, e.g. counter to the desired order, being placed
on the respective order books to rest (or give the appear-
ance that there is an order resting) and presented via the
market data feed, electronically communicated to the
market participants, to appear available to trade in order
to solicit the desired orders from the market participants.
Depending on the number component financial instru-
ments involved, and whether those component financial
instruments further comprise component financial instru-
ments of their own, there may be numerous implied op-
portunities, the submission of a counter order in response
thereto, would allow the incoming order to be at least
partially matched.
[0159] Implied opportunities, e.g. the advertised syn-
thetic orders, may frequently have better prices than the
corresponding real orders in the same contract. This can
occur when two or more traders incrementally improve
their order prices in the hope of attracting a trade, since
combining the small improvements from two or more real
orders can result in a big improvement in their combina-
tion. In general, advertising implied opportunities at better
prices will encourage traders to enter the opposing orders
to trade with them. The more implied opportunities that
the match engine of an electronic trading system can
calculate/derive, the greater this encouragement will be
and the more the Exchange will benefit from increased
transaction volume. However, identifying implied oppor-
tunities may be computationally intensive. In a high per-
formance trading system where low transaction latency
is important, it may be important to identify and advertise
implied opportunities quickly so as to improve or maintain
market participant interest and/or market liquidity.
[0160] For example, two different outright orders may
be resting on the books, or be available to trade or match.
The orders may be resting because there are no outright
orders that match the resting orders. Thus, each of the
orders may wait or rest on the books until an appropriate

outright counteroffer comes into the exchange or is
placed by a user of the exchange. The orders may be for
two different contracts that only differ in delivery dates.
It should be appreciated that such orders could be rep-
resented as a calendar spread order. Instead of waiting
for two appropriate outright orders to be placed that would
match the two existing or resting orders, the exchange
computer system may identify a hypothetical spread or-
der that, if entered into the system as a tradable spread
order, would allow the exchange computer system to
match the two outright orders. The exchange may thus
advertise or make available a spread order to users of
the exchange system that, if matched with a tradable
spread order, would allow the exchange to also match
the two resting orders. Thus, the match engine is config-
ured to detect that the two resting orders may be com-
bined into an order in the spread instrument and accord-
ingly creates an implied order.
[0161] In other words, the exchange’s matching sys-
tem may imply the counteroffer order by using multiple
orders to create the counteroffer order. Examples of
spreads include implied IN, implied OUT, 2nd- or multi-
ple-generation, crack spreads, straddle, strangle, butter-
fly, and pack spreads. Implied IN spread orders are de-
rived from existing outright orders in individual legs. Im-
plied OUT outright orders are derived from a combination
of an existing spread order and an existing outright order
in one of the individual underlying legs. Implied orders
can fill in gaps in the market and allow spreads and out-
right futures traders to trade in a product where there
would otherwise have been little or no available bids and
asks.
[0162] For example, implied IN spreads may be creat-
ed from existing outright orders in individual contracts
where an outright order in a spread can be matched with
other outright orders in the spread or with a combination
of orders in the legs of the spread. An implied OUT spread
may be created from the combination of an existing out-
right order in a spread and an existing outright order in
one of the individual underlying leg. An implied IN or im-
plied OUT spread may be created when an electronic
match system simultaneously works synthetic spread or-
ders in spread markets and synthetic orders in the indi-
vidual leg markets without the risk to the trader/broker of
being double filled or filled on one leg and not on the
other leg.
[0163] By linking the spread and outright markets, im-
plied spread trading increases market liquidity. For ex-
ample, a buy in one contract month and an offer in another
contract month in the same futures contract can create
an implied market in the corresponding calendar spread.
An exchange may match an order for a spread product
with another order for the spread product. Some existing
exchanges attempt to match orders for spread products
with multiple orders for legs of the spread products. With
such systems, every spread product contract is broken
down into a collection of legs and an attempt is made to
match orders for the legs.
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[0164] Implied orders, unlike real orders, are generat-
ed by electronic trading systems. In other words, implied
orders are computer generated orders derived from real
orders. The system creates the "derived" or "implied" or-
der and provides the implied order as a market that may
be traded against. If a trader trades against this implied
order, then the real orders that combined to create the
implied order and the resulting market are executed as
matched trades. Implied orders generally increase over-
all market liquidity. The creation of implied orders in-
creases the number of tradable items, which has the po-
tential of attracting additional traders. Exchanges benefit
from increased transaction volume. Transaction volume
may also increase as the number of matched trade items
increases.
[0165] Examples of implied spread trading include
those disclosed in U.S. Patent Publication No.
2005/0203826, entitled "Implied Spread Trading Sys-
tem," the entire disclosure of which is incorporated by
reference herein and relied upon. Examples of implied
markets include those disclosed in U.S. Patent No.
7,039,610, entitled "Implied Market Trading System," the
entire disclosure of which is incorporated by reference
herein and relied upon.
[0166] In some cases, the outright market for the de-
ferred month or other constituent contract may not be
sufficiently active to provide market data (e.g., bid-offer
data) and/or trade data. Spread instruments involving
such contracts may nonetheless be made available by
the exchange. The market data from the spread instru-
ments may then be used to determine a settlement price
for the constituent contract. The settlement price may be
determined, for example, through a boundary constraint-
based technique based on the market data (e.g., bid-
offer data) for the spread instrument, as described in U.S.
Patent Publication No. 2015/0073962 entitled "Boundary
Constraint-Based Settlement in Spread Markets" ("the
’962 Publication"), the entire disclosure of which is incor-
porated by reference herein and relied upon. Settlement
price determination techniques may be implemented to
cover calendar month spread instruments having differ-
ent deferred month contracts.

ORDER BOOK OBJECT DATA STRUCTURES

[0167] In one embodiment, the messages and/or val-
ues received for each object may be stored in queues
according to value and/or priority techniques implement-
ed by an exchange computing system 100. Fig. 3A illus-
trates an example data structure 300, which may be
stored in a memory or other storage device, such as the
memory 204 or storage device 206 described with re-
spect to Fig. 2, for storing and retrieving messages re-
lated to different values for the same action for an object.
For example, data structure 300 may be a set of queues
or linked lists for multiple values for an action, e.g., bid,
on an object. Data structure 300 may be implemented
as a database. It should be appreciated that the system

may store multiple values for the same action for an ob-
ject, for example, because multiple users submitted mes-
sages to buy specified quantities of an object at different
values. Thus, in one embodiment, the exchange com-
puting system may keep track of different orders or mes-
sages for buying or selling quantities of objects at spec-
ified values.
[0168] Although the present application contemplates
using queue data structures for storing messages in a
memory, the implementation may involve additional
pointers, i.e., memory address pointers, or linking to other
data structures. Incoming messages may be stored at
an identifiable memory address. The transaction proces-
sor can traverse messages in order by pointing to and
retrieving different messages from the different memo-
ries. Thus, messages that may be depicted sequentially,
e.g., in Fig. 3B below, may actually be stored in memory
in disparate locations. The software programs imple-
menting the transaction processing may retrieve and
process messages in sequence from the various dispa-
rate (e.g., random) locations. Thus, in one embodiment,
each queue may store different values, which could rep-
resent prices, where each value points to or is linked to
the messages (which may themselves be stored in
queues and sequenced according to priority techniques,
such as prioritizing by value) that will match at that value.
For example, as shown in Fig. 3A, all of the values rele-
vant to executing an action at different values for an ob-
ject are stored in a queue. Each value in turn points to,
e.g., a linked list or queue logically associated with the
values. The linked list stores the messages that instruct
the exchange computing system to buy specified quan-
tities of the object at the corresponding value.
[0169] The sequence of the messages in the message
queues connected to each value may be determined by
exchange implemented priority techniques. For example,
in Fig. 3A, messages M1, M2, M3 and M4 are associated
with performing an action (e.g., buying or selling) a certain
number of units (may be different for each message) at
Value 1. M1 has priority over M2, which has priority over
M3, which has priority over M4. Thus, if a counter order
matches at Value 1, the system fills as much quantity as
possible associated with M1 first, then M2, then M3, and
then M4.
[0170] In the illustrated examples, the values may be
stored in sequential order, and the best or lead value for
a given queue may be readily retrievable by and/or ac-
cessible to the disclosed system. Thus, in one embodi-
ment, the value having the best priority may be illustrated
as being in the topmost position in a queue, although the
system may be configured to place the best priority mes-
sage in some other predetermined position. In the exam-
ple of Fig. 3A, Value 1 is shown as being the best value
or lead value, or the top of the book value, for an example
Action.
[0171] A lead acquisition value may be the best or lead
value in an acquisition queue of an order book object,
and a lead relinquish value may be the best or lead value
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in a relinquish queue of the order book object.
[0172] Fig. 3B illustrates an example alternative data
structure 350 for storing and retrieving messages and
related values. It should be appreciated that matches oc-
cur based on values, and so all the messages related to
a given value may be prioritized over all other messages
related to a different value. As shown in Fig. 3B, the mes-
sages may be stored in one queue and grouped by values
according to the hierarchy of the values. The hierarchy
of the values may depend on the action to be performed.
[0173] For example, if a queue is a sell queue (e.g.,
the Action is Sell), the lowest value may be given the best
priority and the highest value may be given the lowest
priority. Thus, as shown in Fig. 3B, if Value 1 is lower
than Value 2 which is lower than Value 3, Value 1 mes-
sages may be prioritized over Value 2, which in turn may
be prioritized over Value 3.
[0174] Within Value 1, M1 is prioritized over M2, which
in turn is prioritized over M3, which in turn is prioritized
over M4. Within Value 2, M5 is prioritized over M6, which
in turn is prioritized over M7, which in turn is prioritized
over M8. Within Value 3, M9 is prioritized over M10, which
in turn is prioritized over M11, which in turn is prioritized
over M12.
[0175] Alternatively, the messages may be stored in a
tree-node data structure that defines the priorities of the
messages. In one embodiment, the messages may make
up the nodes.
[0176] In one embodiment, the system may traverse
through a number of different values and associated
messages when processing an incoming message. Tra-
versing values may involve the processor loading each
value, checking that value and deciding whether to load
another value, i.e., by accessing the address pointed at
by the address pointer value. In particular, referring to
Fig. 3B, if the queue is for selling an object for the listed
Values 1, 2 and 3 (where Value 1 is lower than Value 2
which is lower than Value 3), and if the system receives
an incoming aggressing order to buy quantity X at a Value
4 that is greater than Values 1, 2, and 3, the system will
fill as much of quantity X as possible by first traversing
through the messages under Value 1 (in sequence M1,
M2, M3, M4). If any of the quantity of X remains, the
system traverses down the prioritized queue until all of
the incoming order is filled (e.g., all of X is matched) or
until all of the quantities of M1 through M12 are filled.
Any remaining, unmatched quantity remains on the
books, e.g., as a resting order at Value 4, which was the
entered value or the message’s value.
[0177] The system may traverse the queues and check
the values in a queue, and upon finding the appropriate
value, may locate the messages involved in making that
value available to the system. When an outright message
value is stored in a queue, and when that outright mes-
sage is involved in a trade or match, the system may
check the queue for the value, and then may check the
data structure storing messages associated with that val-
ue.

[0178] In one embodiment, an exchange computing
system may convert all financial instruments to objects.
In one embodiment, an object may represent the order
book for a financial instrument. Moreover, in one embod-
iment, an object may be defined by two queues, one
queue for each action that can be performed by a user
on the object. For example, an order book converted to
an object may be represented by an Ask queue and a
Bid queue. Resting messages or orders associated with
the respective financial instrument may be stored in the
appropriate queue and recalled therefrom.
[0179] In one embodiment, the messages associated
with objects may be stored in specific ways depending
on the characteristics of the various messages and the
states of the various objects in memory. For example, a
system may hold certain resting messages in queue until
the message is to be processed, e.g., the message is
involved in a match. The order, sequence or priority given
to messages may depend on the characteristics of the
message. For example, in certain environments, mes-
sages may indicate an action that a computer in the sys-
tem should perform. Actions may be complementary ac-
tions, or require more than one message to complete.
For example, a system may be tasked with matching
messages or actions contained within messages. The
messages that are not matched may be queued by the
system in a data queue or other structure, e.g., a data
tree having nodes representing messages or orders.
[0180] The queues are structured so that the messag-
es are stored in sequence according to priority. Although
the embodiments are disclosed as being implemented in
queues, it should be understood that different data struc-
tures such as for example linked lists or trees may also
be used.
[0181] The system may include separate data struc-
tures, e.g., queues, for different actions associated with
different objects within the system. For example, in one
embodiment, the system may include a queue for each
possible action that can be performed on an object. The
action may be associated with a value. The system pri-
oritizes the actions based in part on the associated value.
[0182] For example, as shown in Fig. 3C, the order
book module of a computing system may include several
paired queues, such as queues Bid and Ask for an object
302 (e.g., Object A). The system may include two queues,
or one pair of queues, for each object that is matched or
processed by the system. In one embodiment, the sys-
tem stores messages in the queues that have not yet
been matched or processed. Fig. 3C may be an imple-
mentation of the data structures disclosed in Figs. 3A
and/or 3B. Each queue may have a top of book, or lead,
position, such as positions 304 and 306, which stores
data that is retrievable.
[0183] The queues may define the priority or sequence
in which messages are processed upon a match event.
For example, two messages stored in a queue may rep-
resent performing the same action at the same value.
When a third message is received by the system that
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represents a matching action at the same value, the sys-
tem may need to select one of the two waiting, or resting,
messages as the message to use for a match. Thus,
when multiple messages can be matched at the same
value, the exchange may have a choice or some flexibility
regarding the message that is matched. The queues may
define the priority in which orders that are otherwise
equivalent (e.g., same action for the same object at the
same value) are processed.
[0184] The system may include a pair of queues for
each object, e.g., a bid and ask queue for each object.
Each queue may be for example implemented utilizing
the data structure of Fig. 3B. The exchange may be able
to specify the conditions upon which a message for an
object should be placed in a queue. For example, the
system may include one queue for each possible action
that can be performed on an object. The system may be
configured to process messages that match with each
other. In one embodiment, a message that indicates per-
forming an action at a value may match with a message
indicating performing a corresponding action at the same
value. Or, the system may determine the existence of a
match when messages for the same value exist in both
queues of the same object. The messages may be re-
ceived from the same or different users or traders.
[0185] The queues illustrated in Fig. 3C hold or store
messages received by a computing exchange, e.g., mes-
sages submitted by a user to the computing exchange,
and waiting for a proper match. It should be appreciated
that the queues may also hold or store implieds, e.g.,
implied messages generated by the exchange system,
such as messages implied in or implied out as described
herein. The system thus adds messages to the queues
as they are received, e.g., messages submitted by users,
or generated, e.g., implied messages generated by the
exchanges. The sequence or prioritization of messages
in the queues is based on information about the messag-
es and the overall state of the various objects in the sys-
tem.
[0186] When the data transaction processing system
is implemented as an exchange computing system, as
discussed above, different client computers submit elec-
tronic data transaction request messages to the ex-
change computing system. Electronic data transaction
request messages include requests to perform a trans-
action on a data object, e.g., at a value for a quantity.
The exchange computing system includes a transaction
processor, e.g., a hardware matching processor or match
engine, that matches, or attempts to match, pairs of mes-
sages with each other. For example, messages may
match if they contain counter instructions (e.g., one mes-
sage includes instructions to buy, the other message in-
cludes instructions to sell) for the same product at the
same value. In some cases, depending on the nature of
the message, the value at which a match occurs may be
the submitted value or a better value. A better value may
mean higher or lower value depending on the specific
transaction requested. For example, a buy order may

match at the submitted buy value or a lower (e.g., better)
value. A sell order may match at the submitted sell value
or a higher (e.g., better) value.

TRANSACTION PROCESSOR DATA STRUCTURES

[0187] Fig. 4A illustrates an example embodiment of a
data structure used to implement match engine module
106. Match engine module 106 may include a conversion
component 402, pre-match queue 404, match compo-
nent 406, post-match queue 408 and publish component
410.
[0188] Although the embodiments are disclosed as be-
ing implemented in queues, it should be understood that
different data structures, such as for example linked lists
or trees, may also be used. Although the application con-
templates using queue data structures for storing mes-
sages in a memory, the implementation may involve ad-
ditional pointers, i.e., memory address pointers, or linking
to other data structures. Thus, in one embodiment, each
incoming message may be stored at an identifiable mem-
ory address. The transaction processing components
can traverse messages in order by pointing to and re-
trieving different messages from the different memories.
Thus, messages that may be processed sequentially in
queues may actually be stored in memory in disparate
locations. The software programs implementing the
transaction processing may retrieve and process mes-
sages in sequence from the various disparate (e.g., ran-
dom) locations.
[0189] The queues described herein may, in one em-
bodiment, be structured so that the messages are stored
in sequence according to time of receipt, e.g., they may
be first in first out (FIFO) queues.
[0190] The match engine module 106 may be an ex-
ample of a transaction processing system. The pre-
match queue 404 may be an example of a pre-transaction
queue. The match component 406 may be an example
of a transaction component. The post-match queue 408
may be an example of a post-transaction queue. The
publish component 410 may be an example of a distri-
bution component. The transaction component may
process messages and generate transaction component
results.
[0191] It should be appreciated that match engine
module 106 may not include all of the components de-
scribed herein. For example, match engine module 106
may only include pre-match queue 404 and match com-
ponent 406, as shown in Fig. 4B. In one embodiment,
the latency detection system may detect how long a mes-
sage waits in a pre-match queue 404 (e.g., latency), and
compares the latency to the maximum allowable latency
associated with the message.
[0192] In one embodiment, the publish component
may be a distribution component that can distribute data
to one or more market participant computers. In one em-
bodiment, match engine module 106 operates according
to a first in, first out (FIFO) ordering. The conversion com-
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ponent 402 converts or extracts a message received from
a trader via the Market Segment Gateway or MSG into
a message format that can be input into the pre-match
queue 404.
[0193] Messages from the pre-match queue may enter
the match component 406 sequentially and may be proc-
essed sequentially. In one regard, the pre-transaction
queue, e.g., the pre-match queue, may be considered to
be a buffer or waiting spot for messages before they can
enter and be processed by the transaction component,
e.g., the match component. The match component
matches orders, and the time a messages spends being
processed by the match component can vary, depending
on the contents of the message and resting orders on
the book. Thus, newly received messages wait in the pre-
transaction queue until the match component is ready to
process those messages. Moreover, messages are re-
ceived and processed sequentially or in a first-in, first-
out FIFO methodology. The first message that enters the
pre-match or pre-transaction queue will be the first mes-
sage to exit the pre-match queue and enter the match
component. In one embodiment, there is no out-of-order
message processing for messages received by the trans-
action processing system. The pre-match and post-
match queues are, in one embodiment, fixed in size, and
any messages received when the queues are full may
need to wait outside the transaction processing system
or be re-sent to the transaction processing system.
[0194] The match component 406 processes an order
or message, at which point the transaction processing
system may consider the order or message as having
been processed. The match component 406 may gen-
erate one message or more than one message, depend-
ing on whether an incoming order was successfully
matched by the match component. An order message
that matches against a resting order in the order book
may generate dozens or hundreds of messages. For ex-
ample, a large incoming order may match against several
smaller resting orders at the same price level. For exam-
ple, if many orders match due to a new order message,
the match engine needs to send out multiple messages
informing traders which resting orders have matched. Or,
an order message may not match any resting order and
only generate an acknowledgement message. Thus, the
match component 406 in one embodiment will generate
at least one message, but may generate more messages,
depending upon the activities occurring in the match
component. For example, the more orders that are
matched due to a given message being processed by
the match component, the more time may be needed to
process that message. Other messages behind that giv-
en message will have to wait in the pre-match queue.
[0195] Messages resulting from matches in the match
component 406 enter the post-match queue 408. The
post-match queue may be similar in functionality and
structure to the pre-match queue discussed above, e.g.,
the post-match queue is a FIFO queue of fixed size. As
illustrated in Fig. 4A, a difference between the pre- and

post-match queues may be the location and contents of
the structures, namely, the pre-match queue stores mes-
sages that are waiting to be processed, whereas the post-
match queue stores match component results due to
matching by the match component. The match compo-
nent receives messages from the pre-match queue, and
sends match component results to the post-match
queue. In one embodiment, the time that results mes-
sages, generated due to the transaction processing of a
given message, spend in the post-match queue is not
included in the latency calculation for the given message.
[0196] Messages from the post-match queue 408 en-
ter the publish component 410 sequentially and are pub-
lished via the MSG sequentially. Thus, the messages in
the post-match queue 408 are an effect or result of the
messages that were previously in the pre-match queue
404. In other words, messages that are in the pre-match
queue 404 at any given time will have an impact on or
affect the contents of the post-match queue 408, depend-
ing on the events that occur in the match component 406
once the messages in the pre-match queue 404 enter
the match component 406.
[0197] As noted above, the match engine module 106
in one embodiment operates in a first in first out (FIFO)
scheme. In other words, the first message that enters the
match engine module 106 is the first message that is
processed by the match engine module 106. Thus, the
match engine module 106 in one embodiment processes
messages in the order the messages are received. In
Fig. 4A, as shown by the data flow arrow, data is proc-
essed sequentially by the illustrated structures from left
to right, beginning at the conversion component 402, to
the pre-match queue, to the match component 406, to
the post-match queue 408, and to the publish component
410. The overall transaction processing system operates
in a FIFO scheme such that data flows from element 402
to 404 to 406 to 408 to 410, in that order. If any one of
the queues or components of the transaction processing
system experiences a delay, that creates a backlog for
the structures preceding the delayed structure. For ex-
ample, if the match or transaction component is under-
going a high processing volume, and if the pre-match or
pre-transaction queue is full of messages waiting to enter
the match or transaction component, the conversion
component may not be able to add any more messages
to the pre-match or pre-transaction queue.
[0198] Messages wait in the pre-match queue. The
time a message waits in the pre-match queue depends
upon how many messages are ahead of that message
(i.e., earlier messages), and how much time each of the
earlier messages spends being serviced or processed
by the match component. Messages also wait in the post-
match queue. The time a message waits in the post-
match queue depends upon how many messages are
ahead of that message (i.e., earlier messages), and how
much time each of the earlier messages spends being
serviced or processed by the publish component. These
wait times may be viewed as a latency that can affect a
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market participant’s trading strategy.
[0199] After a message is published (after being proc-
essed by the components and / or queues of the match
engine module), e.g., via a market data feed, the mes-
sage becomes public information and is publically view-
able and accessible. Traders consuming such published
messages may act upon those message, e.g., submit
additional new input messages to the exchange comput-
ing system responsive to the published messages.
[0200] The match component attempts to match ag-
gressing or incoming orders against resting orders. If an
aggressing order does not match any resting orders, then
the aggressing order may become a resting order, or an
order resting on the books. For example, if a message
includes a new order that is specified to have a one-year
time in force, and the new order does not match any
existing resting order, the new order will essentially be-
come a resting order to be matched (or attempted to be
matched) with some future aggressing order. The new
order will then remain on the books for one year. On the
other hand, an order specified as a fill or kill (e.g., if the
order cannot be filled or matched with an order currently
resting on the books, the order should be canceled) will
never become a resting order, because it will either be
filled or matched with a currently resting order, or it will
be canceled. The amount of time needed to process or
service a message once that message has entered the
match component may be referred to as a service time.
The service time for a message may depend on the state
of the order books when the message enters the match
component, as well as the contents, e.g., orders, that are
in the message.
[0201] In one embodiment, orders in a message are
considered to be "locked in", or processed, or committed,
upon reaching and entering the match component. If the
terms of the aggressing order match a resting order when
the aggressing order enters the match component, then
the aggressing order will be in one embodiment guaran-
teed to match.
[0202] As noted above, the latency experienced by a
message, or the amount of time a message spends wait-
ing to enter the match component, depends upon how
many messages are ahead of that message (i.e., earlier
messages), and how much time each of the earlier mes-
sages spends being serviced or processed by the match
component. The amount of time a match component
spends processing, matching or attempting to match a
message depends upon the type of message, or the char-
acteristics of the message. The time spent inside the
processor may be considered to be a service time, e.g.,
the amount of time a message spends being processed
or serviced by the processor.
[0203] The number of matches or fills that may be gen-
erated in response to a new order message for a financial
instrument will depend on the state of the data object
representing the electronic marketplace for the financial
instrument. The state of the match engine can change
based on the contents of incoming messages.

[0204] It should be appreciated that the match engine’s
overall latency is in part a result of the match engine
processing the messages it receives. The match com-
ponent’s service time may be a function of the message
type (e.g., new, modify, cancel), message arrival rate
(e.g., how many orders or messages is the match engine
module receiving, e.g., messages per second), message
arrival time (e.g., the time a message hits the inbound
MSG or market segment gateway), number of fills gen-
erated (e.g., how many fills were generated due to a given
message, or how many orders matched due to an ag-
gressing or received order), or number of Mass Quote
entries (e.g., how many of the entries request a mass
quote).
[0205] In one embodiment, the time a message
spends:

Being converted in the conversion component 402
may be referred to as a conversion time;
Waiting in the pre-match queue 404 may be referred
to as a wait until match time;
Being processed or serviced in the match compo-
nent 406 may be referred to as a matching time;
Waiting in the post-match queue 408 may be referred
to as a wait until publish time; and
Being processed or published via the publish com-
ponent 410 may be referred to as a publishing time.

[0206] It should be appreciated that the latency may
be calculated, in one embodiment, as the sum of the con-
version time and wait until match time. Or, the system
may calculate latency as the sum of the conversion time,
wait until match time, matching time, wait until publish
time, and publishing time. In systems where some or all
of those times are negligible, or consistent, a measured
latency may only include the sum of some of those times.
Or, a system may be designed to only calculate one of
the times that is the most variable, or that dominates (e.g.,
percentage wise) the overall latency. For example, some
market participants may only care about how long a newly
sent message that is added to the end of the pre-match
queue will spend waiting in the pre-match queue. Other
market participants may care about how long that market
participant will have to wait to receive an acknowledge-
ment from the match engine that a message has entered
the match component. Yet other market participants may
care about how much time will pass from when a mes-
sage is sent to the match engine’s conversion component
to when match component results exit or egress from the
publish component.

HIERARCHICAL DETERMINISTIC KEY TECHNOLO-
GY

[0207] Public-key cryptography, also known as asym-
metric cryptography, is a class of cryptographic algo-
rithms which requires two separate keys, one which is
secret (or private) and one which is public. Hierarchical
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Deterministic (HD) key technology is a method for man-
agement of public and private elliptic curve keys. HD key
technology is based on elliptic curve cryptography. Ellip-
tic curve cryptography is a type of asymmetric or public-
key cryptography based on the discrete logarithm prob-
lem as expressed by addition and multiplication on the
points of an elliptic curve. One example of elliptic curve
cryptography is a standard called secp256k1, estab-
lished by the National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology (NIST). One example use of HD key technology
is for bitcoin wallets. A user can use a public key as an
address, and can send bitcoin to the address, e.g. mark
the bitcoin as spendable by an entity possessing the pri-
vate key corresponding to the specified public key. For
more information on HD key generation, see Bitcoin Im-
provement Proposal (BIP) 32, the entirety of which is
incorporated by reference herein and relied upon. U.S.
Patent No. 9,641,338 B2 and U.S. Patent No. 9,673,979,
the entire disclosures of each of which is incorporated
by reference herein and relied upon, also describe hier-
archical deterministic key technology. The key pair may
be created using elliptic curve cryptography, such as de-
scribed in Guide to Elliptic Curve Cryptography (Springer
Professional Computing) ISBN-13: 978-0387952734,
which is hereby incorporated by reference herein in its
entirety. A description of techniques and protocols for
creating transactions with use of Bitcoin cryptocurrency
may be found in the book by Antonopoulos, Andreas M.
Mastering Bitcoin: Unlocking Digital Cryptocurrencies,
O’Reilly Media, 2014, ISBN 978-1449374044, which is
here incorporated by reference in its entirety. A brief de-
scription of HD keys, as is known to one having ordinary
skill in the art, is provided, and is depicted in Fig. 5. A HD
wallet is produced by generating an "extended private
key", which may be denoted as m. The extended private
key consists of a traditional Elliptic Curve private key, as
well as additional data termed the "chain code". From the
extended private key, a user can extract just the private
key, and derive just the public key, and these two keys
operate like any normal private/public key pair in public-
private key cryptography.
[0208] However, a party with possession of the extend-
ed private key m can derive a sequence of extended pri-
vate keys, named m/0, m/1, m/2, m/3.... These, likewise,
consist of a private key plus their own chain code. Know-
ing, for example, m/0, a user can extract just the private
key, or derive just the public key. This new public and
private key pair, likewise, operate just like any normal
key pair.
[0209] It should be noted that it is computationally in-
feasible to derive a private key from a public key.
[0210] Any person possessing extended private key m
can determine that the private keys associated with m/0,
m/1, m/2, etc. are derived from m. However, any person
possessing only extended private key m/0 will be unable
to determine that the private key associated with m, or
the private keys associated with m/1, m/2, etc. are relat-
ed.

[0211] From an extended private key m, a user can
derive an extended public key. The extended public key
consists of both the derived public key, as well as the
same chain code included with the extended private key.
With an extended public key, a user can derive extended
public keys for m/0, m/1, m/2, etc. But a user cannot
derive any private keys from an extended public key. A
party possessing the extended public key for m can easily
determine that the public keys for m/0, m/1, m/2, etc. are
derived from the extended public key for m. However,
someone possessing only the extended public key for
m/0 cannot detect that the public key for m, or for m/1,
m/2, etc. are in any way related.
[0212] Knowledge of extended private key m/0 allows
generation of a sequence of extended private keys m/0/0,
m/0/1, m/0/2, etc. Knowledge of extended private key
m/1 allows generation of a sequence of extended private
keys m/1/0, m/1/1, m/1/2, etc. And, likewise, knowledge
of extended public key m/0 allows generation of extended
public keys for m/0/0, m/0/1, m/0/2, etc. These processes
repeat hierarchically, e.g. knowledge of m/0/0 allows
generation of m/0/0/0, m/0/0/1, m/0/0/2, and each of
these can generate a sequence of keys, etc., resulting
in what is essentially an infinite number of keys. However,
knowing just one extended private key allows generating
a hierarchy of both extended private keys and extended
public keys under that extended private key without being
able to infer relationships further up (upstream) or side-
ways (other parties at the same level, not upstream or
downstream) within the hierarchical tree diagram. Also,
knowing just one extended public key allows generating
a hierarchy of extended public keys under that extended
public key without being able to infer relationships further
up (upstream) or sideways (other parties at the same
level, not upstream or downstream) within the hierarchi-
cal tree diagram.

TOKEN MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

[0213] As described above, in many instances, the
trading of financial instruments involves a chain of trans-
actions involving multiple different parties, where only
one of the parties is involved in a direct transaction with
the exchange computing system.
[0214] Fund managers often make decisions to pur-
chase or sell large quantities of financial instruments, and
may do so by dividing the large order into multiple small
orders that are sent to amongst multiple different trade
desks / brokers, who in turn may submit the smaller or-
ders to the exchange computing system. A large order,
for example, may be sent to a trade desk. The large order
may be split into many smaller orders, which may further
be routed to other parties, traded bilaterally, sent in the
form of many small orders to exchanges, routed to algo-
rithmic trading engines that automatically place many
small orders which are then sent to markets, etc., e.g.,
the smaller orders are sent downstream from the large
order until the smaller orders are sent to one or more
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exchange computing systems for execution. According-
ly, an order to purchase a million shares of stock may
result in thousands of executions for a few hundred
shares. A large order may be divided into smaller orders
because knowledge that a fund is purchasing or selling
an economically significant quantity (e.g., a large order)
of a financial instrument could cause the market to move,
resulting in a worse price for the fund. These thousands
of executions may be reported via market data feeds,
sent to clearing systems on multiple exchanges, reported
to various regulatory data repositories or industry utilities
or platforms, etc. Often, all these trades bear no connect-
ing information between them. Even the fund manager
could not determine whether any given trade was made
on behalf of the fund manager’s fund without relying on
additional information. The fund manager may have no
idea who ultimately executed the trades for the fund, and
on what exchanges. The parties who executed the trades
for the fund often may have no idea of the identity of the
ultimate customer, e.g. the fund itself.
[0215] Ultimately, a reconciliation process occurs,
whereby each party passes on information about trades
that they successfully executed to the party that gave
them the order, e.g., passes information upstream. Just
as the original single order fans out widely with breadth
and depth to many participants, information must flow
back upstream so that the fund manager ultimately learns
what executed and at what prices. Additionally, each par-
ty routing orders or executing trades may add fees to the
cost of execution. This fee information, likewise, needs
to be reported upstream so that parties can be paid, and
so that the fund can account for the parties as an ex-
pense. The reporting process upstream can slow and
cumbersome. A fund manager may not receive informa-
tion about all of their orders / sub-orders in a timely man-
ner, leaving the fund manager without critical financial
information.
[0216] HD key technology in a manner compliant with
the Bitcoin BIP32 standard for hierarchical deterministic
wallets may be implemented as part of a token manage-
ment system that is integrated into an order placement
system of each market participant. In particular, the dis-
closed embodiments generate tokens for financial mes-
sages based on extended private-public key pairs, which
are transmitted downstream, and associate, based on
the tokens, financial messages to each other that are
otherwise unrelated. The token management system
augments a financial message with a token that stays
with, i.e., is a part of, the financial message through the
life of the financial message, e.g., as the financial mes-
sage is broken up into a plurality of additional financial
messages, and as those plurality of financial messages
are ultimately traded on one or more exchange comput-
ing systems, and as those exchange computing systems
generate additional messages, e.g., reporting messag-
es, whether private/direct or public, responsive to the fi-
nancial messages. The token management system al-
lows token owners to search for associated tokens and

thereby piece together orders that otherwise have no re-
lationships or association from the perspective of any
other party.
[0217] Fig. 6 depicts a system 600 which includes mul-
tiple parties involved in a series of transactions related
to an order which is, in the form of related orders, even-
tually submitted to one or more exchange computing sys-
tems 100A, 100B, 100C, the execution of which is then
reported to the public / market participants. The ex-
change computing systems may be similar to the ex-
change computing system 100 described above. A fund
manager 602 who wishes to execute an order 604 may
not wish to directly submit the order 604 to an exchange
computing system, and may wish to anonymize the order
604 so no other parties can determine the size (e.g.,
quantity) and contents of the order 604, e.g., via public
market data feeds, for at least some of the reasons de-
scribed above. Order 604 may be an order to purchase
3 million shares of a financial instrument AAPL. The token
management system allows the fund manager to gener-
ate an extended private key PR, using the HD key tech-
nology described above, for the fund associated with or-
der 604, namely, AAPL. Any order that the fund manager
places associated with AAPL uses the extended private
key PR as discussed herein. Because the private key PR
can be used to derived extended private keys and ex-
tended public keys, the private key PR should be safe-
guarded, e.g., in a hardware security module (HSM).
[0218] The fund manager 602 may decide to break up
or divide order 604 into a plurality of orders 606, 608, and
610, and send the orders 606, 608 and 610 to three dif-
ferent trade desks 612, 614, and 616. The token man-
agement system generates three extended private keys
PR/0, PR/1 and PR/2 that are derived from extended
private key PR. The token management system also ex-
tracts three extended public keys, PB/0, PB/1, and PB/2,
corresponding to the extended private keys PR/0, PR/1
and PR/2, respectively. The extended public keys PB/0,
PB/1, and PB/2 are augmented to the orders 606, 608
and 610, respectively. As noted above, orders 606, 608
and 610 are sent to trade desks 612, 614, and 616, re-
spectively.
[0219] For example, order 606, which is a subset of,
or an order based on, order 604 may be an order to pur-
chase 1 million shares of the financial instrument AAPL.
The trade desk 612 which receives order 606 may also
include a computer having installed thereon the token
management system. The token management system
installed on a particular computer within system 600 may
be referred to as a token management system instance.
The token management system associated with trade
desk 612 detects that order 606 includes an extended
public key PB/0. Trade desk 612 may decide to further
divide the order 606 into a plurality of orders 620, 622,
624, 626, and 628, each for 200,000 shares of the finan-
cial instrument AAPL. Trade desk 612 uses the token
management system to generate extended public keys
PB/0/0, PB/0/1, PB/0/2, PB/0/3, PB/0/4. The token man-
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agement system augments orders 620, 622, 624, 626,
and 628 with extended public keys PB/0/0, PB/0/1,
PB/0/2, PB/0/3, PB/0/4, respectively. Orders 620, 622,
624, 626, and 628, augmented with their extended public
keys, are sent to brokers 630, 632, 634, 636 and 638,
respectively.
[0220] The first broker, 630 in this example, may op-
erate an algorithmic trading engine. Broker 630’s algo-
rithmic trading engine may be configured to send orders
to various exchanges at different times, depending on
market conditions and other trading logic incorporated
into the trading engine. For example, broker 630’s trading
engine may divide order 620 into 100 orders, e.g., orders
640 to 1640, of 200 shares each of AAPL to various ex-
changes 100A, 100B, and 100C. The token management
system instance on the computer of broker 630 may de-
tect that order 620 includes an extended public key
PB/0/0. Broker 630 uses the token management system
to generate extended public keys PB/0/0/0, PB/0/0/1,
PB/0/0/2, PB/0/0/3, ... PB/0/0/999. The token manage-
ment system augments orders 640, 641, 642,
643, ...1640 with extended public keys PB/0/0/0,
PB/0/0/1, PB/0/0/2, PB/0/0/3, ... PB/0/0/999, respective-
ly. Orders 640, 641, 642, 643, ...1640 augmented with
their extended public keys, to the various exchanges for
execution.
[0221] As the various exchange execute the 640, 641,
642, 643, ...1640, the exchanges carry on the tokens or
extended public keys PB/0/0/0, PB/0/0/1, PB/0/0/2,
PB/0/0/3, ... PB/0/0/999, respectively. The exchange
computing systems may places the tokens in their reports
of the trades being executed, e.g., in their market data
feeds, in their clearing database, in reports made to trade
repositories, or industry utilities facilitating settlement,
such as an industry approved database or data repository
agreed by market participants to be the ultimate and un-
disputed record of transactions.
[0222] For example, all market participants may agree
to not dispute the veracity of records that are written to
an industry approved universal source, which may be a
permissioned database to which only trusted institutions
may have the ability to write or modify data. All of the
exchange computing systems that facilitate trading,
matching and clearing of financial instruments would sim-
ply have to write their match results, e.g., financial mes-
sages, in the universal source. Exchange computing sys-
tems would not need to send market data feeds to market
participants, and would also not need to send direct mes-
sages to market participants. Interested market partici-
pants could then just query the universal source for rel-
evant data. However, such a universal source would re-
quire a methodology by which market participants would
be able to identify financial messages related to their or-
ders. For example, a market participant would be inter-
ested in just the results / financial messages for his or
her orders to purchase shares of a financial instrument,
but would not be interested in results / financial messages
for all orders to purchase shares of that financial instru-

ment.
[0223] Upon generating and disseminating orders aug-
mented with an extended public key, the token manage-
ment system then generates extended public keys that
are derived from the disseminated extended public key.
For example, the token management system on the fund
managers 602’s computer transmits orders 606, 608 and
610, augmented with extended public keys PB/0, PB/1,
and PB/2, respectively. The token management system
then generates the next (lower) level of extended public
keys, and searches public data sources for extended
public keys based on each of PB/0, PB/1, and PB/2. For
example, the token management system generates, and
searches market data feeds for reporting messages in-
cluding, tokens derived from PB/0, e.g., PB/0/0, PB/0/1,
PB/0/2, PB/0/3, PB/0/4. The token management system
also generates, and searches market data feeds for re-
porting messages including, tokens derived from PB/1,
e.g., PB/1/0, PB/1/1, PB/1/2, PB/1/3, PB/1/4. Any order
reporting messages that include any of the extended pub-
lic keys based on PB can be collected and grouped by
fund manager 602 as being an order for financial instru-
ment AAPL that was originated with the fund manager
602. The fund manager 602 can accordingly observe the
process of execution of the order 604, no matter how that
order is divided / anonymized by fund manager 602 or
any of the parties downstream of fund manager 602, with-
out waiting for identifying information regarding the
trades to make its way upstream to the fund manager
602.
[0224] Similarly, trade desk 612’s token management
system can also search the public databases for orders
with tokens based on PB/0/0. Any order reporting mes-
sages that include any of the extended public keys based
on PB/0/0 can be collected and grouped by trade desk
612 as being an order associated with order 620. The
trade desk 612 can accordingly observe the process of
execution of the order 620, no matter how that order is
divided / anonymized by trade desk 612 or any of the
parties downstream of trade desk 612, without waiting
for identifying information regarding the trades to make
its way upstream to the trade desk 612.
[0225] It should be appreciated that all of the parties
involved in orders that have tokens associated therewith
should be in agreement to use the disclosed token man-
agement system. Each of the parties should agree to,
upon receiving an order having an associated HD token,
to derive the next / lower level (e.g., downstream) of HD
tokens, and use the tokens on orders distributed down-
stream. Moreover, all of the parties should agree to use
the same cryptographic scheme, such as the HD key
cryptography scheme described herein, so that other par-
ties can generate and search for the appropriate keys.
[0226] Accordingly, the fund manager 602 can gener-
ate a group of orders that are related to each other, and
transmit the orders to other parties such as the trade
desks 612, 614, and 616, who in turn can further transmit
the orders to other parties such as brokers 630, 632, 634,
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636, and 638, where each transmission may divide and
change the size of the orders, and the association of the
financial messages resulting from the orders which have
been divided by a party is only discernable to that party.
In other words, the token management system enables
a market participant to determine an association between
related financial messages that is not otherwise discern-
able to any other market participant involved in the gen-
eration of the financial messages.
[0227] In one embodiment, the implementation of the
HD key technology allows a party to generate and dis-
seminate public HD keys instead of extended public HD
keys. A party that receives an extended public HD key
can derive additional keys (e.g., for transmission down-
stream) for dissemination. In contrast, a party that re-
ceives a public HD key cannot derive additional keys
(e.g., for transmission downstream) for dissemination,
and may instead only be able to use the public HD key
as an identifier. Accordingly, a key sending party trans-
mits an extended public HD key when that sender wants
the recipient to be able to generate additional (derived)
keys from the extended public HD key.
[0228] Although the example associated with Fig. 6 de-
scribes that the fund manager 602 has possession of the
private key PR, the fund manager 602 may itself receive
an extended public key from a party upstream, i.e., the
firm for whom the fund manager 602 works. The number
of hierarchical levels involved in the business transaction
can vary and is implementation dependent. Using the HD
key technology as discussed herein, the token manage-
ment system allows parties to receive tokens from one
or more parties upstream, generate additional tokens
therefrom, transmit the additional tokens downstream,
and thereafter search for other tokens that can be derived
therefrom.
[0229] Fig. 7 depicts an illustrative embodiment of a
token management system 700. Token management
system 700 may be implemented in an order generation
/ transmission system as used by a first market participant
to submit orders to an exchange computing system or to
other market participants, such as market participants
downstream of the first market participant.
[0230] Token management system 700 includes a to-
ken generator 702, which may be implemented as a sep-
arate component or as one or more logic components,
such as on an FPGA which may include a memory or
reconfigurable component to store logic and processing
component to execute the stored logic, e.g. computer
program logic, stored in a memory 204, or other non-
transitory computer readable medium, and executable
by a processor 202, such as the processor 202 and mem-
ory 204 described with respect to Fig. 2, to cause the
processor 202 to generate private and public tokens for
one or more orders. The token generator 702 may gen-
erate tokens based on HDK cryptography, as discussed
herein, e.g., in a manner compliant with the Bitcoin BIP32
standard for hierarchical deterministic wallets. In one em-
bodiment, token management system 700 includes a

hardware security module (HSM) for secure storage of
private keys / tokens.
[0231] Token management system 700 includes a
message augmentor 704, which may be implemented as
a separate component or as one or more logic compo-
nents, such as on an FPGA which may include a memory
or reconfigurable component to store logic and process-
ing component to execute the stored logic, e.g. computer
program logic, stored in a memory 204, or other non-
transitory computer readable medium, and executable
by a processor 202, such as the processor 202 and mem-
ory 204 described with respect to Fig. 2, to cause the
processor 202 to augment one or more request messag-
es with public tokens. The request messages may be
generated by another system, e.g., an order manage-
ment system, into which the token management system
700 is integrated.
[0232] Token management system 700 includes a
transmitter 706, which may be implemented as a sepa-
rate component or as one or more logic components,
such as on an FPGA which may include a memory or
reconfigurable component to store logic and processing
component to execute the stored logic, e.g. computer
program logic, stored in a memory 204, or other non-
transitory computer readable medium, and executable
by a processor 202, such as the processor 202 and mem-
ory 204 described with respect to Fig. 2, to cause the
processor 202 to transmit, via the network 160, augment-
ed request messages to other market participants.
[0233] Token management system 700 includes a
parser 708, which may be implemented as a separate
component or as one or more logic components, such
as on an FPGA which may include a memory or recon-
figurable component to store logic and processing com-
ponent to execute the stored logic, e.g. computer pro-
gram logic, stored in a memory 204, or other non-transi-
tory computer readable medium, and executable by a
processor 202, such as the processor 202 and memory
204 described with respect to Fig. 2, to cause the proc-
essor 202 to parse through market data feeds, which may
contain financial messages including a plurality of tokens.
The parser 708 may additionally determine if tokens gen-
erated by the token generator 702 appear in the contents
of financial messages, and if so, determine that a plurality
of financial messages corresponding to a detected token
are associated with each other.
[0234] Fig. 8 illustrates an example flowchart of an ex-
ample computer implemented method 800 of securely
and deterministically determining an association of a plu-
rality of anonymized financial messages by a first market
participant. The plurality of financial messages may be
generated by one or more exchange computing systems
and responsive to a second plurality of request messag-
es, the second plurality of request messages may be
generated by a first plurality of market participants and
responsive to a first plurality of request messages, the
second plurality of request messages being responsive
to the first plurality of request messages not known to
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the first market participant.
[0235] Embodiments may involve all, more or fewer
actions than the illustrated actions. The actions may be
performed in the order or sequence shown, or in a differ-
ent sequence. The actions may be performed simulta-
neously, or in a parallel or overlapping fashion. The meth-
od may be performed by processing logic that may com-
prise hardware (circuitry, dedicated logic, etc.), software,
or a combination of both. In one example, the method is
performed by the computer system 100 of Fig. 1, while
in some other examples, some or all of the method may
be performed by another machine.
[0236] At step 802, method 800 includes generating,
by a processor associated with the first market partici-
pant, the first plurality of request messages. At step 804,
method 800 includes generating, by the processor, a first
plurality of public tokens. At step 806, method 800 in-
cludes augmenting, by the processor, each of the first
plurality of request messages with one of the first plurality
of public tokens, the augmenting resulting in a first plu-
rality of augmented request messages. At step 808,
method 800 includes transmitting, by the processor, the
first plurality of augmented request messages to the first
plurality of market participants. At step 810, method 800
includes generating, by the processor, a second plurality
of public tokens based on the first plurality of public to-
kens. At step 812, method 800 includes querying, by the
processor, a database of financial messages for any fi-
nancial messages including any of the second plurality
of public tokens. At step 814, method 800 includes as-
sociating, by the processor, a plurality of financial mes-
sages including any of the second plurality of public to-
kens with each other.
[0237] In one embodiment, the plurality of financial
messages including any of the second plurality of public
tokens are based on first plurality of request messages
and the association of the financial messages being
based on the first plurality of request messages is not
discernable to any other market participants other than
the first market participant. In one embodiment, the re-
quest messages in the first plurality of request messages
are associated with each other as being based on an
order, and the association of the request messages in
the first plurality of request messages to each other is
not discernable to the first plurality of market participants.
[0238] In one embodiment, operation of the method
800 includes generating, by the processor, the tokens
based on hierarchical deterministic keys that are based
on elliptic curve cryptography. In one embodiment, the
first plurality of public tokens is generated based on a
private key, e.g., the first market participant may be the
originator of an order, such as fund manager 602. Alter-
natively, the first plurality of public tokens is generated
based on one or more extended public keys, e.g., the
first market participant may be further downstream than
the fund manager, such as broker 630.
[0239] In one embodiment, each of the first plurality of
public tokens is characterized as having no association

discernable by any of the market participants other than
the first market participant with the other of the first plu-
rality of public tokens. For example, because the first
plurality of public tokens are generated by the first market
participant, i.e., upstream of the market participants other
than the first market participant, only the first market par-
ticipant would know that the first plurality of public tokens
are related to each other, e.g., were based on a same
order. As long as the first plurality of market participants
includes more than one market participant, the first plu-
rality of market participants cannot detect any association
between the first plurality of public tokens.
[0240] In one embodiment, each of the second plurality
of public tokens is characterized as having no association
discernable by any of the market participants other than
the first market participant with the other of the second
plurality of public tokens. The first market participant can
generate the second plurality of public tokens from the
first plurality of public tokens. As long as the first plurality
of market participants includes more than one market
participant, the first plurality of market participants cannot
detect any association between the second plurality of
public tokens, and therefore cannot detect which financial
messages are based on the first plurality of request mes-
sages.
[0241] In one embodiment, the second plurality of pub-
lic tokens is independently generated by the first market
participant and the first plurality of market participants.
For example, the first market participant (which could be
the fund manager) and the first plurality of market partic-
ipants (which could be the trade desks 612, 614, and
616, but could also be the brokers 630, 632, 634, 636
and 638 if the trade desks 612, 614, and 616 send request
messages to the brokers 630, 632, 634, 636 and 638
instead of sending request messages to the one or more
exchange computing systems) each generate the sec-
ond plurality of public tokens. The first plurality of market
participants generates the second plurality of public to-
kens so that the tokens can be included in the financial
messages resulting from the processing/matching per-
formed by the exchange computing system. The first
market participant generates the second plurality of pub-
lic tokens so that the first market participant can then
query the database of financial messages to identify that
financial messages that are relevant to the first request
messages. Accordingly, in one embodiment, the second
plurality of market participants generates the second plu-
rality of public tokens based on a number of request mes-
sages in the second plurality of request messages. This
number of request messages in the second plurality of
request messages may not be known to the first market
participant. Accordingly, the first market participant gen-
erates a third plurality of public tokens that includes the
second plurality of public tokens, and wherein a number
of public tokens in the third plurality of public tokens is
greater than a number of public tokens in the second
plurality of public tokens. In other words, in one embod-
iment, the first market participant does not know how
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many times the first request messages were further di-
vided before the first market participants request actually
reached the one or more exchange computing systems
for transaction processing.
[0242] As described above, the number of extended
public keys that can be derived from a first public key is
infinite. Accordingly, a fund manager, or more generally,
any party that is not a party that sends request messages
to the one or more exchange computing systems, who
will subsequently search the database of financial mes-
sages, needs to know how many public tokens should
be generated from the first plurality of public tokens and
thereafter searched for in the database. In one embodi-
ment, the fund manager may set a limit on the number
of extended public keys any party downstream may gen-
erate and use. In one embodiment, the fund manager
may inform each party downstream as to how many ex-
tended public keys that party can generate (e.g., a max-
imum request message number), effectively setting a
maximum limit on the number of request messages each
party downstream can transmit further downstream
(whether it is to another market participant or to one or
more exchange computing systems). For example, a par-
ty upstream may transmit a maximum request message
number to each party downstream.
[0243] Accordingly, each party may be able to exercise
some control over the actions of the parties downstream.
Of course, because of all the benefits of parties down-
stream being able to exercise their judgment and knowl-
edge to execute orders, including deciding whether an
order should be divided further into smaller orders before
being sent to an exchange computing system, a party
upstream would want to delegate some of decision mak-
ing to parties downstream. However, because the party
upstream eventually will have to generate a number of
public tokens to search for in the database of financial
messages, the disclosed embodiments contemplate al-
lowing the party upstream to set limits on how many
smaller orders / request messages are eventually gen-
erated. In one embodiment, a party upstream may inform
parties downstream as to which range of extended public
keys that each downstream party should use to la-
bel/identify request messages (which again, will appear
in the resultant financial messages). For example, a party
upstream may transmit an allowable range of extended
public keys allocated to each party downstream. If a party
downstream wishes to go beyond the number or allow-
able range of extended public keys, the downstream par-
ty should ask the party upstream for an exception.
[0244] In other words, the database of financial mes-
sages may be one or more market data feeds.
[0245] In one embodiment, the second plurality of re-
quest messages is greater than the first plurality of re-
quest messages. For example, the fund manager may
send three messages to the trade desks, who in turn may
send five request messages to the next level down-
stream, which may be the one or more exchange com-
puting systems, or may be another set of market partic-

ipants (e.g., brokers 630, 632, 634, 636 and 638).
[0246] In one embodiment, transmission of one or
more financial messages from the one or more exchange
computing systems to the first market participant is elim-
inated. In one embodiment, querying, by the processor,
the database of financial messages for any financial mes-
sages including any of the second plurality of public to-
kens eliminates a direct transmission of financial mes-
sages from the one or more exchange computing sys-
tems to the first market participant. For example, the one
or more exchange computing systems that generate fi-
nancial messages may no longer need to transmit mes-
sages directly to the first market participant, because the
first market participant can, by implementing the token
management system 700 and/or method 800, search an
industry standard / accepted universal source of data for
any financial messages including the second plurality of
public tokens derived from the first market participant’s
first plurality of public tokens.
[0247] In one embodiment, each of the plurality of fi-
nancial messages, if transmitted directly to any of the
market participants, may be subject to varying transmis-
sion delays while being transmitted directly to any of the
market participants. For example, as described above,
reporting upstream can become bottlenecked, and infor-
mation sent upstream from the one or more exchange
computing systems to the first market participant is rout-
ed through a variety of other parties, such as the brokers
630, 632, 634, 636 and 638 and / or the trade desks 612,
614, and 616. By implementing the token management
system 700 and/or method 800, the problem of any such
transmission delays can be avoided.
[0248] In one embodiment, each of the one or more
exchange computing systems is configured to determine
whether an attempt to match a request message with at
least one previously received but unsatisfied request
message for a transaction which is counter thereto re-
sults in at least partial satisfaction of one or both of the
request message and the at least one previously re-
ceived but unsatisfied request message. In one embod-
iment, each request message comprises a trade order,
trade modification, trade cancellation, or combination
thereof, and each financial message comprises a confir-
mation message, update message, rejection message,
or combination thereof. In one embodiment, the financial
messages comprise data representative of a change in
a market.
[0249] Although some of the examples discussed
herein describe request messages as they stream down-
stream from market participants to one or more exchange
computing systems, the disclosed embodiments may be
applied to different business transactions involving dif-
ferent entities. For example, an exchange computing sys-
tem may be the originator of multiple requests, e.g., re-
quests to clear trades which have already been executed
by the exchange computing system. The exchange com-
puting system may send the request messages to a clear-
inghouse, who in turn may clear the trades/requests,
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which generates multiple resultant messages. Accord-
ingly, the disclosed embodiments may be applied so that
the exchange computing system generates a private key,
generates a first plurality of extended public keys based
on the private key, augments the request messages with
the first plurality of public keys, and provides the aug-
mented request messages (including the first plurality of
extended public keys) to a clearinghouse. The clearing-
house, an entity downstream of the exchange computing
system in this scenario, may perform one or more actions
to clear the trades, which may result in multiple resultant
messages. The clearinghouse may also generate a sec-
ond plurality of public keys based on the first plurality of
public keys, augment the resultant messages with the
second plurality of public keys, and thereafter transmits
the augmented resultant messages to a database, e.g.,
a universal source of information, which can be queried
by the exchange computing system. In particular, the ex-
change computing system may separately generate the
second plurality of public keys based on the first plurality
of public keys, and may then search the database for
resultant messages including any of the second plurality
of public keys. The exchange computing system can then
securely and deterministically associate the resultant
messages including any of the second plurality of public
keys with each other as being based on the same under-
lying trades/request messages.
[0250] In one aspect, the disclosure relates to a com-
puter implemented method of securely and deterministi-
cally determining an association of a plurality of ano-
nymized financial messages by a first party, the plurality
of financial messages generated by a second party and
responsive to a plurality of request messages, the plu-
rality of financial messages being responsive to the plu-
rality of request messages not known to the first party,
the method comprising: generating, by a processor as-
sociated with the first party, the plurality of request mes-
sages; generating, by the processor, a first plurality of
public tokens; augmenting, by the processor, each of the
plurality of request messages with one of the first plurality
of public tokens, the augmenting resulting in a plurality
of augmented request messages; transmitting, by the
processor, the plurality of augmented request messages
to the second party; generating, by the processor, a sec-
ond plurality of public tokens based on the first plurality
of public tokens; querying, by the processor, a database
of financial messages for any financial messages includ-
ing any of the second plurality of public tokens; and as-
sociating, by the processor, a plurality of financial mes-
sages including any of the second plurality of public to-
kens with each other. In one embodiment, the first party
is a first market participant, and wherein the second party
is an exchange computing system. In one embodiment,
the first party is an exchange computing system, and
wherein the second party is a clearinghouse computing
system.
[0251] In one embodiment, the disclosure relates to a
computer implemented method of securely and deter-

ministically determining an association of a plurality of
anonymized financial messages by a first party, the plu-
rality of financial messages generated by a second party
and responsive to a request message, the plurality of
financial messages being responsive to the request mes-
sage not known to the first party, the method comprising:
generating, by a processor associated with the first party,
the request message; generating, by the processor, a
public token; augmenting, by the processor, the request
message with the public token, the augmenting resulting
in an augmented request message; transmitting, by the
processor, the augmented request message to the sec-
ond party; generating, by the processor, a plurality of
public tokens based on the public token; querying, by the
processor, a database of financial messages for any fi-
nancial messages including any of the plurality of public
tokens; and associating, by the processor, a plurality of
financial messages including any of the plurality of public
tokens with each other. In one embodiment, the first party
is a first market participant, and wherein the second party
is an exchange computing system. In one embodiment,
the first party is an exchange computing system, and
wherein the second party is a clearinghouse computing
system.

CONCLUSION

[0252] The illustrations of the embodiments described
herein are intended to provide a general understanding
of the structure of the various embodiments. The illustra-
tions are not intended to serve as a complete description
of all of the elements and features of apparatus and sys-
tems that utilize the structures or methods described
herein. Many other embodiments may be apparent to
those of skill in the art upon reviewing the disclosure.
Other embodiments may be utilized and derived from the
disclosure, such that structural and logical substitutions
and changes may be made without departing from the
scope of the disclosure. Additionally, the illustrations are
merely representational and may not be drawn to scale.
Certain proportions within the illustrations may be exag-
gerated, while other proportions may be minimized. Ac-
cordingly, the disclosure and the figures are to be regard-
ed as illustrative rather than restrictive.
[0253] While this specification contains many specif-
ics, these should not be construed as limitations on the
scope of the invention or of what may be claimed, but
rather as descriptions of features specific to particular
embodiments of the invention. Certain features that are
described in this specification in the context of separate
embodiments can also be implemented in combination
in a single embodiment. Conversely, various features
that are described in the context of a single embodiment
can also be implemented in multiple embodiments sep-
arately or in any suitable sub-combination. Moreover, al-
though features may be described as acting in certain
combinations and even initially claimed as such, one or
more features from a claimed combination can in some
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cases be excised from the combination, and the claimed
combination may be directed to a sub-combination or
variation of a sub-combination.
[0254] Similarly, while operations are depicted in the
drawings and described herein in a particular order, this
should not be understood as requiring that such opera-
tions be performed in the particular order shown or in
sequential order, or that all illustrated operations be per-
formed, to achieve desirable results. In certain circum-
stances, multitasking and parallel processing may be ad-
vantageous. Moreover, the separation of various system
components in the described embodiments should not
be understood as requiring such separation in all embod-
iments, and it should be understood that the described
program components and systems can generally be in-
tegrated together in a single software product or pack-
aged into multiple software products.
[0255] One or more embodiments of the disclosure
may be referred to herein, individually and/or collectively,
by the term "invention" merely for convenience and with-
out intending to voluntarily limit the scope of this appli-
cation to any particular invention or inventive concept.
Moreover, although specific embodiments have been il-
lustrated and described herein, it should be appreciated
that any subsequent arrangement designed to achieve
the same or similar purpose may be substituted for the
specific embodiments shown. This disclosure is intended
to cover any and all subsequent adaptations or variations
of various embodiments. Combinations of the above em-
bodiments, and other embodiments not specifically de-
scribed herein, will be apparent to those of skill in the art
upon reviewing the description.
[0256] The Abstract of the Disclosure is submitted with
the understanding that it will not be used to interpret or
limit the scope or meaning of the claims. In addition, in
the foregoing Detailed Description, various features may
be grouped together or described in a single embodiment
for the purpose of streamlining the disclosure. This dis-
closure is not to be interpreted as reflecting an intention
that the claimed embodiments require more features than
are expressly recited in each claim. Rather, as the fol-
lowing claims reflect, inventive subject matter may be
directed to less than all of the features of any of the dis-
closed embodiments. Thus, the following claims are in-
corporated into the Detailed Description, with each claim
standing on its own as defining separately claimed sub-
ject matter.
[0257] It is therefore intended that the foregoing de-
tailed description be regarded as illustrative rather than
limiting, and that it be understood that it is the following
claims, including all equivalents, that are intended to de-
fine the scope of this invention.
[0258] Various embodiments of the invention are fur-
ther illustrated in the following numbered clauses:

Clause 1. A computer implemented method of se-
curely and deterministically determining an associ-
ation of a plurality of anonymized financial messages

by a first party, the plurality of financial messages
generated by a second party and responsive to a
plurality of request messages, the plurality of finan-
cial messages being responsive to the plurality of
request messages not known to the first party, the
method comprising:

generating, by a processor associated with the
first party, the plurality of request messages;
generating, by the processor, a first plurality of
public tokens;
augmenting, by the processor, each of the plu-
rality of request messages with one of the first
plurality of public tokens, the augmenting result-
ing in a plurality of augmented request messag-
es;
transmitting, by the processor, the plurality of
augmented request messages to the second
party;
generating, by the processor, a second plurality
of public tokens based on the first plurality of
public tokens;
querying, by the processor, a database of finan-
cial messages for any financial messages in-
cluding any of the second plurality of public to-
kens; and
associating, by the processor, a plurality of fi-
nancial messages including any of the second
plurality of public tokens with each other.

Clause 2. The computer implemented method of
Clause 1, wherein the first party is a first market par-
ticipant, and wherein the second party is an ex-
change computing system.
Clause 3. The computer implemented method of
claim Clause 1, wherein the first party is an exchange
computing system, and wherein the second party is
a clearinghouse computing system.
Clause 4. A computer implemented method of se-
curely and deterministically determining an associ-
ation of a plurality of anonymized financial messages
by a first party, the plurality of financial messages
generated by a second party and responsive to a
request message, the plurality of financial messages
being responsive to the request message not known
to the first party, the method comprising:

generating, by a processor associated with the
first party, the request message;
generating, by the processor, a public token;
augmenting, by the processor, the request mes-
sage with the public token, the augmenting re-
sulting in an augmented request message;
transmitting, by the processor, the augmented
request message to the second party;
generating, by the processor, a plurality of public
tokens based on the public token;
querying, by the processor, a database of finan-
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cial messages for any financial messages in-
cluding any of the plurality of public tokens; and
associating, by the processor, a plurality of fi-
nancial messages including any of the plurality
of public tokens with each other.

Clause 5. The computer implemented method of
Clause 4, wherein the first party is a first market par-
ticipant, and wherein the second party is an ex-
change computing system.
Clause 6. The computer implemented method of
Clause 4, wherein the first party is an exchange com-
puting system, and wherein the second party is a
clearinghouse computing system.
Clause 7. A non-transitory computer readable me-
dium for securely and deterministically determining
an association of a plurality of anonymized financial
messages by a first market participant, the plurality
of financial messages generated by one or more ex-
change computing systems and responsive to a sec-
ond plurality of request messages, the second plu-
rality of request messages generated by a first plu-
rality of market participants and responsive to a first
plurality of request messages, the second plurality
of request messages being responsive to the first
plurality of request messages not known to the first
market participant, the non-transitory computer
readable medium storing instructions that, when ex-
ecuted by a processor, cause the processor to:

generate the first plurality of request messages;
generate a first plurality of public tokens;
augment each of the first plurality of request
messages with one of the first plurality of public
tokens, the augmenting resulting in a first plu-
rality of augmented request messages;
transmit the first plurality of augmented request
messages to the first plurality of market partici-
pants;
generate a second plurality of public tokens
based on the first plurality of public tokens;
query a database of financial messages for any
financial messages including any of the second
plurality of public tokens; and
associate a plurality of financial messages in-
cluding any of the second plurality of public to-
kens with each other.

Clause 8. A computer system for securely and de-
terministically determining an association of a plu-
rality of anonymized financial messages by a first
market participant, the plurality of financial messag-
es generated by one or more exchange computing
systems and responsive to a second plurality of re-
quest messages, the second plurality of request
messages generated by a first plurality of market par-
ticipants and responsive to a first plurality of request
messages, the second plurality of request messages

being responsive to the first plurality of request mes-
sages not known to the first market participant, the
computer system comprising:

a processor; and
a memory communicatively coupled to the proc-
essor, the memory comprising software that,
when executed by the processor, performs op-
erations that cause the processor to:

generate the first plurality of request mes-
sages;
generate a first plurality of public tokens;
augment each of the first plurality of request
messages with one of the first plurality of
public tokens, the augmenting resulting in
a first plurality of augmented request mes-
sages;
transmit the first plurality of augmented re-
quest messages to the first plurality of mar-
ket participants;
generate a second plurality of public tokens
based on the first plurality of public tokens;
query a database of financial messages for
any financial messages including any of the
second plurality of public tokens; and
associate a plurality of financial messages
including any of the second plurality of pub-
lic tokens with each other.

Clause 9. A computer system for securely and de-
terministically determining an association of a plu-
rality of anonymized financial messages by a first
market participant, the plurality of financial messag-
es generated by one or more exchange computing
systems and responsive to a second plurality of re-
quest messages, the second plurality of request
messages generated by a first plurality of market par-
ticipants and responsive to a first plurality of request
messages, the second plurality of request messages
being responsive to the first plurality of request mes-
sages not known to the first market participant, the
computer system comprising:

means for generating the first plurality of request
messages;
means for generating a first plurality of public
tokens;
means for augmenting each of the first plurality
of request messages with one of the first plurality
of public tokens, the augmenting resulting in a
first plurality of augmented request messages;
means for transmitting the first plurality of aug-
mented request messages to the first plurality
of market participants;
means for generating a second plurality of public
tokens based on the first plurality of public to-
kens;
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means for querying a database of financial mes-
sages for any financial messages including any
of the second plurality of public tokens; and
means for associating a plurality of financial
messages including any of the second plurality
of public tokens with each other.

Claims

1. A computer implemented method of securely and
deterministically determining an association of a plu-
rality of anonymized financial messages by a first
market participant, the plurality of financial messag-
es generated by one or more exchange computing
systems and responsive to a second plurality of re-
quest messages, the second plurality of request
messages generated by a first plurality of market par-
ticipants and responsive to a first plurality of request
messages, the second plurality of request messages
being responsive to the first plurality of request mes-
sages not known to the first market participant, the
method comprising:

generating, by a processor associated with the
first market participant, the first plurality of re-
quest messages;
generating, by the processor, a first plurality of
public tokens;
augmenting, by the processor, each of the first
plurality of request messages with one of the
first plurality of public tokens, the augmenting
resulting in a first plurality of augmented request
messages;
transmitting, by the processor, the first plurality
of augmented request messages to the first plu-
rality of market participants;
generating, by the processor, a second plurality
of public tokens based on the first plurality of
public tokens;
querying, by the processor, a database of finan-
cial messages for any financial messages in-
cluding any of the second plurality of public to-
kens; and
associating, by the processor, a plurality of fi-
nancial messages including any of the second
plurality of public tokens with each other.

2. The computer implemented method of claim 1,
wherein the plurality of financial messages including
any of the second plurality of public tokens are based
on first plurality of request messages, and wherein
the association of the financial messages being
based on the first plurality of request messages is
not discernable to any other market participants oth-
er than the first market participant.

3. The computer implemented method of claim 1 or 2,

wherein the request messages in the first plurality of
request messages are associated with each other
as being based on an order, and wherein the asso-
ciation of the request messages in the first plurality
of request messages to each other is not discernable
to the first plurality of market participants.

4. The computer implemented method of any preced-
ing claim, further comprising generating, by the proc-
essor, the tokens based on hierarchical deterministic
keys that are based on elliptic curve cryptography.

5. The computer implemented method of claim 4,
wherein the first plurality of public tokens is gener-
ated based on either:

a private key; or
one or more extended public keys.

6. The computer implemented method of any preced-
ing claim, wherein each of the first plurality of public
tokens is characterized as having no association dis-
cernable by any of the market participants other than
the first market participant with the other of the first
plurality of public tokens.

7. The computer implemented method of any preced-
ing claim, wherein each of the second plurality of
public tokens is characterized as having no associ-
ation discernable by any of the market participants
other than the first market participant with the other
of the second plurality of public tokens.

8. The computer implemented method of any preced-
ing claim, wherein the second plurality of public to-
kens is independently generated by the first market
participant and the first plurality of market partici-
pants.

9. The computer implemented method of claim 8,
wherein the first plurality of market participants gen-
erates the second plurality of public tokens based
on a number of request messages in the second plu-
rality of request messages.

10. The computer implemented method of claim 9,
wherein the number of request messages in the sec-
ond plurality of request messages is not known to
the first market participant.

11. The computer implemented method of claim 10,
wherein the first market participant generates a third
plurality of public tokens that includes the second
plurality of public tokens, and wherein a number of
public tokens in the third plurality of public tokens is
greater than a number of public tokens in the second
plurality of public tokens.
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12. The computer implemented method of any preced-
ing claim, wherein the second plurality of request
messages is greater than the first plurality of request
messages.

13. The computer implemented method of any preced-
ing claim, wherein transmission of one or more fi-
nancial messages from the one or more exchange
computing systems to the first market participant is
eliminated.

14. The computer implemented method of claim 13,
wherein querying, by the processor, the database of
financial messages for any financial messages in-
cluding any of the second plurality of public tokens
eliminates a direct transmission of financial messag-
es from the one or more exchange computing sys-
tems to the first market participant.

15. The computer implemented method of claim 14,
wherein each of the plurality of financial messages,
if transmitted directly to any of the market partici-
pants, may be subject to varying transmission delays
while being transmitted directly to any of the market
participants.

16. The computer implemented method of any preced-
ing claim, wherein each of the one or more exchange
computing systems is configured to determine
whether an attempt to match a request message with
at least one previously received but unsatisfied re-
quest message for a transaction which is counter
thereto results in at least partial satisfaction of one
or both of the request message and the at least one
previously received but unsatisfied request mes-
sage.

17. The computer implemented method of any preced-
ing claim, wherein each request message comprises
a trade order, trade modification, trade cancellation,
or combination thereof, and each financial message
comprises a confirmation message, update mes-
sage, rejection message, or combination thereof.

18. The computer implemented method of any preced-
ing claim, wherein the financial messages comprise
data representative of a change in a market.

19. The computer implemented method of any preced-
ing claim, wherein the financial messages are gen-
erated by at least two exchange computing systems.

20. A non-transitory computer readable medium for se-
curely and deterministically determining an associ-
ation of a plurality of anonymized financial messages
by a first market participant, the plurality of financial
messages generated by one or more exchange com-
puting systems and responsive to a second plurality

of request messages, the second plurality of request
messages generated by a first plurality of market par-
ticipants and responsive to a first plurality of request
messages, the second plurality of request messages
being responsive to the first plurality of request mes-
sages not known to the first market participant, the
non-transitory computer readable medium storing in-
structions that, when executed by a processor,
cause the processor to perform the computer imple-
mented method of any one of claims 1 to 19.

21. A computer system arranged to perform the compu-
ter implemented method of any one of claims 1 to
19, the computer system comprising:

a processor; and
a memory communicatively coupled to the proc-
essor, the memory comprising software that,
when executed by the processor, performs op-
erations that cause the processor to:

generate the first plurality of request mes-
sages;
generate a first plurality of public tokens;
augment each of the first plurality of request
messages with one of the first plurality of
public tokens, the augmenting resulting in
a first plurality of augmented request mes-
sages;
transmit the first plurality of augmented re-
quest messages to the first plurality of mar-
ket participants;
generate a second plurality of public tokens
based on the first plurality of public tokens;
query a database of financial messages for
any financial messages including any of the
second plurality of public tokens; and
associate a plurality of financial messages
including any of the second plurality of pub-
lic tokens with each other.
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